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The purpose of this chapter is to explain the organiza
tion of the PDP-IS logic diagrams to aid the ,logic 
designer or engineer involved in interfacing to a 
PDP-IS System. The following topics will be dis
cussed: 

a. PDP-IS System organization 

b. Logic Symbology 

c. Designators 

d. Line connections 

1.1 PDP-IS SYSTEM ORGANIZATION 

All PDP-IS systems, from the basic system (PDP-IS / 
10) through the disk-oriented background/foreground 
system (PDP-IS/40), are organized in three main 
sections: Central Processor (C~), Memory (Internal 
Storage), and Input/Output (I/O) Processor., The desig
nations of these three sections are as foHows: KPIS 
Central Processor, MMIS Memory, KDl5 Input/Out
put Processor. AlIPDP-1510gic diagrams have been 
drafted utilizing a computer controlled, automated 
drafting system (ADS), and therefore have similar 
characteristics. The logic ,diagrams flow' from left
to-right wherever possible. 

Each logic print has a coordinate marking system to 
help locate gates. The system is as follows: 

a. ;Numbers 1-8, from right to left, across the top 
arid bottom' margins. 

b. Letters A-D, from bottom to top, on left and 
right margins;. 

A labelat..print coordinate A-I (lower tight corner) 
identifies the logic diagram. The label has three parts: 

a. Prin~ Ilame- ~.~., Indicator Strobes 
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b. Print size and type - e.g., D-BS which means 
D size, Block Schematic 

c. Print number - This is section oriented; e.g., 
KP15-O-25 which means Print 2S of the Central 
Processor section. 

1.2 LOGIC SYMBOLOGY 

The logic modules utilized in the PDP-I 5 are primarily 
, DEC M-series, which is the integrated circuit, positive 
logic series. The voltages used are: 

Low (L) = OV (OV -+O.4V) 
! 

High (H) = +3V (+2.4V -+3.6V) 

(For specific information on operating frequencies, 
loading etc., see the individual module specifications.) 

The logic symbology used is MIL-STD-806B. The 
gating symbols use small circles at the inputs of gates 
to indicate that a low signal activates the function. 
The absence of a circle indicates that a high Signal 
activates the function. The presence or absence of a 
circle at the output of a gate indicates that the output 
is Low (L) or High (H), respectively, when 'the gate 
has been activated (its output is true). A gateis out
put is false if it is at a voltage different from that 
shown by the gate's polarity indicator (presence or 
absence of circle). Suffixes L or H indicate the low 
or high level of a signal when it is true or enabled. 

1.2.1 Logic Gates 

Boolean functions are symbolized as follows: 

* Logical AND 
+ Logical OR (inclusive) 
- Logicfll negation (the ~vinculum is not used) 

I-I 
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The most commonly used gating symbols are the 
NAND (Figures I-I, 1-2); NOR (Figures 1-3, 1-4), and 
the Inverter (Figures 1-5, 1-6). Each figure shows 
both the symbol and a Boolean expression of the 
logical operation it performs. 

ing figures illustrate the types of flip-flops used in the 
PDP-IS System. 

The flip-flop in Figure 1-8a requires a high data input 
when clocked to set; the flip-flop in 1-8b requires a 

AAL=D-. XX H 

BB L 

AAH=D-- YY L 

BB H 

CCH~' 
DO H 

CCH+DDH=XX L 

. AA l,.*BBL.=XX H AA H*BB H = YY L .. 

15-0068 

Figure 1-1 NAND Gate . Figure 1-2 NAND Gate ,Figure. 1-3· NOR Gate 

::~~;Y~· AA H AAL BS L 

cc L + DO L =YY H 

15-0068 AA H = AA L SS L = SS H 

Figure 1-4 NOR Gate 
. , ; Figure 1-5 Inverter Figure 1-6 Inverter 

AA L 
8S L --QL.-

.. CC L _..J£~.,...... __ 
DO L ---......_ 

'XX H 

(AAL+~SLl*(CCL+qDL)=XX !:t" 

Figure }~ 7 . Basic' Logic Relationships 

Some ofthe logic gates are made up of combinations 
of the basic functions. The operations of these gates 
can be determined by the combined use of the basic 
logical relationships. (Figure 1-7.) 

1.2.2 Flip-Flops 

A major part of the work accomplished by tbecom
puter's "logic is performed byrup':t1()Ps. The follow-

: ... ," . 7 ' 

1-2 

DATA, 
INPUT 
CLOCK 
INPUT 

--'-- DIRECT SET----:-

o 

'c 0' 

. DATA 
INPUT 
CLOCK 
INPUT 

o 

C 0' 

- DIRECT CLEAR-'-'---

1-8a 1-8b 

Figure 1-8 D Flip~Iop ~ Edge Triggered 

low data input to be set. The D flip-flop will be drawn 
on the logic :diagi-ams to agree witll the voltage'level 
of the data input necessary to set the flop~ 

Figure 1-9 shows the J-K flip-flop. The flop has direct 
set and .reset inputs, and clock-gated .set and reset in- . 
puts. If both gated inputs are high whe,n the'flop is, 
clocked, the flop will complement. 

XX L 

SS H 

( 

,-

c 
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DIRECT SET 

GATED C 
SET INPUTS J 

CLOCK INPUT 

GATED C 
RESET INPUTS K 0 

DIRECT RESET 

15-0068 

Figure 1-9 J-K Master-Slave Flip-Flop 

The flip-flop in Figure I-lOa can be reset by either 
one of two inputs; the flip-flop in Figure I-lOb has 
the OR gate on its set side. 

SET S SET S 
INPUT INPUT 

RESET RESET 
INPUTS R 0 INPUT R 0 

I-lOa I-lOb 

Figure 1-10 R-S Flip-Flop 

1.2.3 Variable Clock 

The PDP-IS uses variable clocks .to generate timing 
signals and to control gating functions. Figure 1-11 
shows a typical clock configuration. 

ENABLING { 
INPUTS --<L....-' 

) OUTPUTS 

15-0068 

Figure 1-11 Variable Clock 

-
-- ~--~--.~-----... - ---.~--- ._-----

1.2.4 Pulse Amplifier 

A typical pulse amplifier as used in the PDP-IS is 
shown symbolically in Figure 1-12. 

TRIGGER { 
INPUTS - .......... ~ 

OUTPUT 

Figurel-12 Pulse Amplifier 

1.2.5 Miscellaneous Logic Symbology 

INPUT OUTPUTS 

15-0069 

Figure 1-13 I/O Bus Receiver 

ENABLE 
INPUTS 

DECODING 
INPUTS 

. OUTPUTS 

15- 0069 

Figure 1-14 Binary to Decimal Decoder 
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=D-~(GIII=:::::) 

15-0D89 

Figure 1-15 Delays 

---:-
-

,.. .., 

- ::: 
,.. .., 

,.. ::: 
,.. 
,.. 

,.. 
~ 

,.. ,.. -
,.. -,.. .., 
,... 
,... ---- "---

_L.. 

15-0069 

Figure 1-16 Connectors 

1.3 DESIGNATORS 

The logic symbology used_thus far has not showrt any 
literal designators. The following paragraphs will de
scribe and discuss the information that accompanies 
the logic symbols. 

1.3.1 Logic Designators 

The NAND gate, Figure 1-17, contains the following 
information: 

a. type (MI12) 

b. location in the computer (LI8 - of applicable 
section - CP, I/O, or MEM) 

14 

c. input p~ns on specific module (PI, Rl) 

d. output pin (S1). 

15-0069 

Fi~e 1-17 NAND Gate 

.The flip-flop modules also have a name associated 
with them, such as READ (Figure 1-18). 

LI 
MI 

D 
KI 

READ NAME 
M205 TYPE OF MODULE 

K15 LOCATION OF 
JI MODULE 

NI 
C 0 

H1 

15-0069 

Figure 1-18 Read Flip.Flop 

1.3.2 Signal Designators 

All logical expressions are broken into three parts 
(Figure 1-19): 

KP32 CP ACT (1)H HI ....--.... 
M 133 . Kl KP32 CP RD RST L 

KP32RDRSTHJI Kia 

Figure 1-19 Signal Designators 

a. Prefix - identifies where the signal originated 
(KP32 - .Print 32 of the central processor). 

( 

C 



h. Signal name - RD RST, CP ACT. 

c. Polarity or voltage indicator (H or L). Note 
that in the case of flip-flops, a (1) or (0) is 
present to indicate the state of the flip-flop 
necessary for the desired voltage. For ex
ample, KP32 CP ACT (l).H is the 1 side high 
output of a flip-flop named CP ACT. 

1.3.3 Signal Name Changes 

When a signal originating from a flip-flop is inverted 
through an inverter, the signal name will be changed 
(Figure 1-20). 

KP64 IN STOP 02 (I)L Jl 

15-0069 

Figure 1-20 Signal Name Changes 

This change in name avoids possible confusion about 
where the signal actually originated. 

1.3.4 The Dash 

Logical NOT or negation is shown by a dash (-) in 
front of the logical expression. It is never used in 
front of flip-flop designators. The gate in Figure 1-21 
shows negated functions. A true output from the gate 
is described by the following expression: 

DEFER (1) * ISZ * JMP * XCT 

NOTE 

The vinculum is used only for ex
planation purposes. 

KP21> DEFER (1)HA1 

- KP30 lSi! H 

- KP30 JMP H 

- KP30 XCT H 

Figure 1-21 The Dash 

IS-0069 

A dash (-) within a logical expression,and not in front 
of it, does not indicate negation; it represents the 
word TO and is used in expressions that perform a 
transfer type function. KP32 MO - MDL H would 
be read as MO TO MDL. 

1.4 LINE CONNECTIONS 

The conventions used to indicate when lines merely 
cross over each other, and when there is an electrical 
connection are as follows: 

a. Dotted junctions as shown below are not used. 

+ 
h. Lines that merely cross each other on the logic 

diagram are shown as follows: 

+ 
c. A junction of signal paths, or an electrical 

connection is indicated as follows: 

1-5 



Figure 1-22a shows an example from the logic prints 
with lines crussing and junction ~oints. Figure 1·22b 
has dots drawn at the junction points to show where 

..II ft 
1~ Kl I ..I 

L1 1 
Ml DEFER 

M242 
L2 E25 

I 
M21 

0~ N21 K 

IK2 

Figure 1-22a 

1-6 

junction points are, although dots are never used in 
the logic symbology. 

..I t 6 
1~. Kl I J 

Ll 1 

Ml DEFER 
M242 

L2 E25 

M21 
I/I~ N2.1. ..)1( 

lK2 

15-0069. 

Figure 1-22b 
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This chapter provides descriptions of special modules 
used to interface the PDP-IS I/O Processor to peripher
al devices, or PDP-IS devices to the PDP-9. Rules for 
wiring these modules together are given in Chapter S. 

DEC builds three series of compatible below-ground 
logic (the B-, R- and S-series), two series of compati
ble above-ground logic (K- and M-series), an extensive 
line of modules to interface. different types of logic 
(W-series), a line of special purpose modules (G-series), 
and a line of support hardware for its module line 
(H-series). 

With few exceptions, the DEC below-ground logic 
operates with logic levels of ground to -O.3V (upper 
level and -3.2V to ,3.9V (lower level) using diode 
gates which draw input current at ground and supply 
output current at ground. Figure 2-1 shows the volt
age spectrum of negative logic systems. 

{ ov -
LEVEL -O.3V -------UPPER 

INDETER { -1.3V 
MINANT _ 2.2V 

LOWER LEVEL{ - :3.2V ~---
- 3.9V 

Figure 2-1 Voltage Spectrum of Negative 
Logic Systems 

15-0070 

The compatible above-ground iogic generally operates 
with levels of ground to +O.4V, (lower level) and +2.4 
to +3.6V (upper level) using TTL or TTL-compatible 
circuits whose inputs supply current at ground and 
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whose outputs sink current at ground. Figure 2-2 
shows their voltage spectrum. 

{+3.SV t--
LEVEL 

+2.4V 1--------UPPER 

INDETER 
{+2.0V 

MINANT 
+O.8V 

LEVEL { +O.4V 1-----
OV 

LOWER 

lS-0070 

, Figure 2-2 Voltage Spectrum of TTL Logic 

Finally, a set of special modules designed to operate 
on the PDP-IS I/O bus are available. Figure 2-3 indi
cates the voltage spectrum that they operate in. 

The DIGITAL Logic Handbook, C-IOS, is recom
mended reading for those not already familiar with 
the basic principles of digital logic and the type of 
circuits used in DEC logic modules. 

{2.8V 
-, 

R LEVEL 
2.0V ------UPPE 

INDETE RMINANT e .SV 
1.3V 

R LEVEL {O.8V -----
O.4V -----LOWE 

. 
15-0070 

Figure 2-3 Voltage Spectrum for Positive 
PDP-IS I/O Bus Logic 
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All modules used in the interface circuits of this 
manual are M-series. Several are level converters de
signed to match positive logic to negative logic. 

2.1 MEASUREMENT DEFINITIONS 

Timing is measured with the input driven by a gate or 
pulse amplifier of the series under test and with the 
output loaded with gates of the same series, unless 
otherwise specified. Percentages are assigned as 
follows: 0% is the initial steady-state level, 100% is 
the final steady-state level, regardless of the direction 
of change. 

2-2 

Input/output delay is the time difference between in
put change and output change, measured from 50% 
input change to 50% output change. Rise and fall de
lays for the same module usually are specified sepa
rately. 

Risetime and falltime are measured from 10% to 90% 
of waveform change, either rising or falling. 

2.2 LOADING 

Input loading and output driving are specified in 
"units", where one unit is 1.6 rnA by definition. The 
inputs to low speed gates usually draw 1 unit of load. 
High speed gates draw 1-1/4 units or 2 rnA. 

( 

( 



2.3 MODULE DESCRIPTIONS Input Pin Load (Units) 

H2 2.5 

( 2.3.1 MI04 Multiplexer Module S2 1 
HI 6 

This is an M-series single-height module which contains E2 3 

a single multiplexer subsystem. Its equivalent circuit Nl 1 

is shown in Figure 2-4. The inputs are standard TTL F2 1-1/4 

voltages and have the following input pins and loads: K2 68 n Termination 
S2 1 

I 

82n I K2 
I +5V 
I 

LH~~E-N-'-N-H-------------------------· =D~ __ ~~ ______ ~i~6_8_n ____ o 
REO(O)H '"V'" ENOUTHM2 

0 I 
R ENS 5 0 
C D 

ENA (1) L 51 

0 
HI 5YNC H ENA (I) H PI 

0 
MI04 ENS (1) L FI 

( MUL TIP LEXER 

0 
0 
R ENA ENS (I) H El 

C 

0 
REO (1) L J2 

0 
REO (I) H U2 

E2 GRANT H PA 

\ CLEAR FLAG L JI 

LJ 
30-200n5 

NI PWR CLR H 

0 I 
R REO 5 
C D 

F2 CLR REO L 
0 

FLAG(I)L 52 

( , 5-0088 

'" Figure 2-4 M104 Equivalent Circuit 
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Outputs: The output gates can drive as follows: 

Output Pin 

U2 
12 
PI 
SI 
EI 
FI 
M2 

Jl 

Po.wer: I Watt 

#Loads it can Drive 

5 
8 
9 

10 
10 
10 

PDP-15 I/O Bus 
. Co.mpatible (30 units) 

7 

. Applicatio.n: The MI04 mo.dule has been designed 
specifically fo.r co.ntrollers of PDP-IS peripherals. It 
is used in all co.ntrollers which make use o.f the API 
o.r data channel facilities in the I/O proceSso.r. It 
accepts a request fro.m the contro.ller Io.gic at its FLAG 
(1) H input and synchro.nizes this request to. the I/O 
SYNC H pulses issued fro.m the I/O processor. These 

1 
110 SYNC 0 

1 
FLAG (I) L 0 

1 
REQ 0 

1 
GRANT H 0 

It 1 
CLR REQ 0 

1 
ENA 0 

1 
ENB 0 

pulses are fed into SYNC of the M104 and immedi
ately set the REQ flip-flop. The REQ flip-flo.P can be 
mo.nito.red thro.ugh pins J2, U2. The I/O pro.cesso.r 
resPo.nds to a request with a GRANT, and ENA is set. 
This flip-flo.P is usually used to. gate any address info.r
mation o.nto. the bus; e.g., the API trap address or the 
wo.rd co.unt address o.f the multicycle data break. 
Finally, the next SYNC pulse sets ENB. 

The REQ flag can be reset through pin F2, called CLR 
RQ, by the co.ntro.ller Io.gic. Pin NI sho.uld be tied to. 
Po.wer clear o.r its equivalent. 

Finally, the enabling level ENABLE IN will hold REQ 
o.ff if it arrives as a negative level. When REQ is set 
(if ENABLE IN is Po.sitive), then ENABLE OUT will 
go. negative and the next peripheral o.n the bus will 
receive it as a negative ENABLE IN. In this way, the 
MI04 establishes prio.rities among devices o.n the same 
API level o.r amo.ng these that use the data channel. 
A timing diagram is given in Figure 2-5 for the M I 04, 

ItJl IS ASSUMED TO BE WIRED TO F2 

15 -0087 

Figure 2~S M104 Timing 
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t;-.l 
VI 

2 

L-HE3 EN tN H 
4 

H2 
-L I~ ~E3~ CLR FLAG L 

12,.,./ 
F2 

IO SYNC H 
HI 

S2 
FLAG H 

+3V 

GRANT H 
E2 

NI 
PWR CLR H ~ 

UN LESS OTHERWISE INDICATED: 
CAPACITORS ARE .01 MFD,IOOV ,2% 
RESISTORS ARE 1/4W,5% 
EI,E4 ARE DE7474N 
E21S DEC7400N 
E3 IS DEC74H40N 
PIN 7 ON EACH IC=GND 
PIN 14 ON EACH IC = +5V 

--) 

13 
11 --':"':" B 

.C Or---<o-- ~2 

E4 
REQ 

,--U2 

12 D I 9 

r RI2 
IK 

'---< 

R9 
IK 

10 
B 

9 E2 r-

6 

/~ 

ell 
100MMF 

10OV, 5% 

R6 
220 

R7 
470 

11-"') QI \.S DEC300911 

EN OUT 
M2 'CI * C2 

R5 
68 
1I2W 
5% 

r------ ---------.., 
R4 I~ I 

470 
I 3 6 

RIO PA 
I 470 

K2 -------0 Ir--C or--

~I I E4 Rl1 . 11 I DL2 220 13 E2 
II lOOns I 

2 D I 5 
C9 +3V I 

R3 I 
' R137 ~JI 1000MMF 

B2 I IK 250V,20% I 
Lr ----~ r--- ----- _-1 

.. 

~~t!... . ~r-'~ B 
R8 3 C 0 6 .PI C 0 
I K 

EI EI 

DLI 
ENA ENB 

2 D 5 12 9 II lOOns I-SI D I 

"14 E 

Figure 2-6 MI04 Circuit Schematic 

'C3 

C4 

" 

C5 
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35V,20% 
,- ,,+ 

" 
." C6 

~C7 

RI' 
330 

R2 
750 

(~ 

+5V 
A2 

GND 
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FI 

1::1 
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2.3.2 M194 Multiplexer Module 

This is an M-series single-height module which contains 
a single multiplexer subsystem. It is pin-compatible 
with the MI04 module. Inputs and outputs have 
. identical loading and driving capabilities as the MI04 
module with the exceptions of pins H2 and M2. 
Power dissipation is I watt. 

Application: 

The MI94 module has been designed for PDP-IS 
controllers which are to be used on the PDP-9. It 
is used for exactly the same reasons as the M 104. 
Pins H2 and M2 are leyel converted from PDP-9 
I/O bus levels (pin H2) to TTL; and then back to 
PDP-9 levels at M2. All other inputs and outputs 
are identical to those of the M104. Figure 2-7. 
shows the M194 equivalent circuit. 

H~ EN IN H- ~>+-------~I----~------'-----O 
REQ(O)H-..LJ .+~.. EN OUT H M2 

LEVEL CONVERTER LEVEL CONVERTER 

0 1 0 R ENB 5 
ENA (1) L· 51 

C 0 

0 
HI 5YNC H ENA (1) H Pl 

0 
MI04 ENB (1) L Fl 

MULTIPLEXER 

0 
0 ENB (1) H .El R ENA 
C 

0 
REQ (1) L J2 

0 
REQ (1) H U 2 

E2 GRANT H PA 

\CLEAR FLAG L J 1 

-U-
30-200n5 

Nl PWR CLR H 

o 1 
]o'--I-......j~ R R E Q 5 

C 0 

F2 CLR REQ L 

FLAG(1) L 52 

Figure 2-7 M194 Equivalent Circuit 
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2.3.3 M500 Negative Receiver Module 

This is an M-series single-height module containing 
eight I/O bus receivers which can accept negative logic 
levels and convert them to,'positive levels. 

N 1 

P2 02 
PI 

VI 

Ul M2 

V2 

01 

Cl 

Ml 

Ll 

15-0073 
POWER 

• A2--+5V 

+--C2,T1-- GNO 

Figure 2-8 M500 Receiver Module 

-1.5 V -JV\fV--+-I 

3K 

-15V 

+3V 

------- ---~-

--- -- ---

Each M500 receiver 'has a negative. input clamped to 
o and -3V. The threshold switching level is -1.5V 
with an input current of 100 J,lA. 

Inputs: Minimum input impedance at OV: 30 kll 
Maximum current load to bus: 100 J,lA 
Inputs are standard negative logic levels 
of 0 and -3V. 

Power Dissipation: 750 mW max from -15V 
800 m W max from + 5V 

Application: The M500 module was designed to re
ceive PDP-9 I/O bus signals for devices using positive 
logic. It provides a high input impedance. 

OUTPUT NO.1 
(INVERTING) 

L..-__ ---'-P-l OUTPUT NO.2 
(NON-INVERTING) 

15 - 0074 

Figure 2-9 M500 Schematic 
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2.3.4 MSIO Positive Receiver Module 

The MSIO module is an M-series single-height module 
containing eight PDP-IS I/O bus receivers. 

The receiver circuit consists of a two-stage emitter 
follower with two TTL output buffer gates to supply 
both inverted and non-inverted outputs. 

Inputs: Minimum input impedance: 22.S kn 
Maximum current load to bus: 100 JJA 
Inputs are standard PDP-IS I/O Positive 
Bus levels. 

Power Dissipation: 900 mW 

Outputs: Fan Out Output #1: 10 units 
Output #2: 12 units 

Input/Output #1 delay maximum: . SO ns 
Input/Output #2 delay maximum: 60 ns 
Outputs are standard ·M-series levels. 

Application: The MSIO module was designed to re
ceive PDP-IS I/O bus signals for devices using positive 
logic. It provides a high input impedance which yields 
a switching threshold between the high and low levels 
of the propagated signals .. This feature reduces load
ing and noise problems. 

P2 

R2 

52 

U 1 

~--------~~~+5V 

100 
IN PU T O-'V\.f'v--+-1 

P2 

30098 

+3V 

74HOO 

N1 

PI 

U2 

T2 

Rl 

51 

VI 

V2 

POWER 

____ A2---+5V . 

+---C 2,Tl-- GNO 

Figure 2-10 MSIO Receiver Module 

.---____ ~N.!.I_o OUT PUT 

74HOO 

NO.1 
(INVERTING) 

OUTPUT 
NO.2 

(NON -INVERTING) 

15-0076 

Figure 2-11 MSIO Schematic 
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2.3.5 M622 Positive Driver Module 

This . is an M-series single-height module containing 
eight positiv;e.bus drivers. 

Each driver consists of an AND/OR integrated circuit 
gate and a' discrete component open-collector driver. 

.~ .. 
~ 

LI' " 

.~ 

~ .•.... ~1""":"P2: . .' M622 . . 
PI ' 

~
1 

, ,H2 

HI M622 ".: ~ 52 
51 M622 . 

~
1 .. 

K2 : 

Kl' ,M622 '. '. 
~

1 
,.. V2 

VI ,M622" . 

15-007.7 

POWER 

~A2---+5V 

4-- C2.Tl - GND 

Inputs.: 

Figure 2-12 M622 Driver 

Inputs are standard TTL voltages. 
The input load at oV is 1-1/4 units. 

Outputs: Outputs are standard PDP-IS positive, I/O 
bus signllls. 

Risetime: IS ns at the input to the cable. 

Current sink == 100 rnA max. atYcesat=' 
O.4Y 

Falltime: 10 'ns at the input to the cable. 

Illput - Output Delay::; 30 ns max 

Power Dissipation: 1.0SW max from +SY 

+sv 

470 D2 

81 

+3V 
30098 

Cl 220 
+3V 

-= 
15-00'78 

Figure 2-13 M622 Schematic 

Application: The M622 mOdule was, designed specifi
cally to drive PDP-IS I/O bus siguals for devices which 
use positive logic modules. 
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2.3.6, M632 Negative Driver Module 

The M632 is an M-1leriessingle-height module contain
ing eight driver circuits. It accepts positive lo~c signals 
and converts them to negative logic levels. 

Each driver cOhsists' of a TIL fuput gate and a nega
tive open-collector output driver clamped to ground 
and -3V. 

Inputs: Standard TIL levels - input current load at 
OVis 1-1/4 units. 

~ 
: 02 

CI, 'M632,. " " 

~ 
~ 

~ H2 
HI M632 

~
1 

, K2 
KI M632 

, POWER 
__ A~-+.5V 

, __ C2,tl:-:-GNO 

'L1 

~'" 

~
1' 

M632 P2 
PI 

~
1 

M632 52 
51 

~
1 

V2 
V1 M632 

15-0079 

Figure 2-14 M632 Driver Module 
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Outputs: Outputs are standard negative logic levels: 

Risetime: 15 TIS 

FalltlIDe: 15 ns with1.5kn to -15Vat output 

Input - Output Delay = 50 ns max 

Power Dissipation: 600 mW from -15V max 
~900 roW from + 5V m~x 

Application: This driver is used to convert positive 
logic signals to, negative logic levels that drive the 
PDP-9 negative· I/O bus. It is pin-compatible with the 
M622. 

A2(+SV) , 

Bl lE--,-'-t""l 

+3V 

..... -14---0 - 3 V 

.... - ... --O-.6V 
664 

02 

15-0078 

Figure 2-15 M632 Schematic 
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2.3.7M909 Terminator Card 

This is a standard single-height M-series board with 
18 terminating resistors of 68,nea.clL 

All resistors are 68-1/4W S% 

GND Pins are C2 F2 12 L2 N2 R2 U2 Al C1 F1 K1 
N1 R1 T1 

Inputs: 

Outputs: 

---~----~-------

There are 18 inputs - one to each 
resistor. 

There are no outputs. 

Power Dissipation: 1.8W max 

Application: These boards should replace the output 
cable of the last peripheral on the positive PDP-IS 
I/O bus. 

D2 E2 H2 K2 M2 P2 52 T2 V2 el 01 El HI Jl Ll Ml PI 51 

Figure 2-16 M909 Terminator Card 
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.3.1 GE~ERALPRINCIPLES 

The input/output 'processor of the PDP-IS computer 
is designed to handle the information flow between 
the central processor, or its memory and a wide range 
of peripheral devices, The nature ofthese peripheral 
devices' varies '. widely. Some, such as the typewriter, 
are very slow and require, or give up information at 
correspondingly slow rates. Others, such as the high 
speed disk, deal w:ith data. at a rate of millions of bits 
in a second. Although the inforination needs of such 
diverse d~vices vary, their information can be classi
fied into three general categC!pes: commands, data, 
and status. The nature of each will be illustrated with 
the fonowing example. 

The DECtape system is a low speed 10 (ten) track dig
ital tape recording peripheral. A single central control 
handles up to eight tape transports. A transport can. 
read or write digital information in either direction of 
tape movement in one of two modes, normal and con
tinuous. It becomes immediately apparent that the 
computer must specify a number of DEC tape para
meters before beginning to read or write its data. 
These parameters include: the tape transport to be 
used, where on the tape, in which direction and in 
what mode the data is to be written. The information 
written is data ,and the result of the operation - such 
as the nature of any detected errors, (did it run out of 
tape) or special status functions - is called status. The 
computer commands OECtape to read or write data 
and report its status. 

3.2 DAtA INFORMATION 

Of the three kinds of information transfers that take 

CHAPTER 3 
INTRODUCTION TO PDP-1S INTERFACING 

place. in' the I/O. processor (commands; data and sta
tus), the command and status consist typically of one 
transfer each .. The' data transfer is u~ually more com
piex, for it involves N transfers, where N is defined by 
the program. 

In a typical transfer of N words, the program specifies 
a storage (starting) address, and a count of the num-. 
ber of words, N, to be transferred.'·The storage area 
thus defined·· is referred to as a data buffer. During 
the transfer, the I/O processor hardware or device 
hardware keep track of the current address and data 
count until all the desired 'Words have been transferred 
into the buffer. When I/O processor hardware con
trols the address arid count, two locations in core 
memory are assigned to the device for this purpose~ If 
the device is designed to manage the count and- ad
dressing it uses two of its own hardware registers. The 
PDP-IS has facilities for either I/O processor con
trolled transfers called multi cycle data breaks; or 
device controlled transfers called single cycle transfers. 

Consider an example of an output transfer. The I/O 
channel takes data out of the buffer (located in core 
memory) in ascending sequential order and passes it 
on to the peripheral (e.g., a disk) in the same order. 
Two arithmetic operations are necessary for each 
transfer to the. peripheral. After reading" data from 
storage, the I/O processor (for a multi-cycle transfer) 
Or the peripheral (for a single-cycle transfer) add a 
constant of +1 to the register which speCifies the cur
rent address, and then add. a constant of. 1 to the reg
ister which-specifies the word count. When the word 
count equals zero, the transfers are stopped. (In prac
tice,the word count register is loaded with the 2's 
complement of the count, and a +1 is added until 
overflow.) 
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Input transfers are similar except data is written into 
storage rather than read from storage. 

Some peripherals which transfer data do so at such 
slow rates that the high speed capability of the multi 
cycle or single cycle data channels is unnecessary. Ex
amples of slow devices such as this are Teletypes and 
oscilloscope controls. Devices in this class "farm out" 
their I/O arithmetic to, the central processor. This 
delegation of responsibility slows down the execution 
of the main program, however, since the program now 
has to compete with the peripheral for the services of 
the arithmetic section and the core memory where the 
data is stored. However, the time lost is tolerable and 
the hardware design of the device's interface greatly 
simplified. Such trarisfe~ are called program' con-
trolled transfers. ., . 

3.3 COMMAND AND STATUS INFORMATION 

Command informatiqh, which· was used to select the 
DECtape transport;. the direction of data transfer and 
the required operation in our example, also occurs in
frequently, one: word at a time. This type .of transfer 
is carried out by the PDP-IS in the same Way as pro~ 
gram controlled transfers. Usually, the program or op
erating system determines the commands,. selects the 
device and, through the central processor, transfers its 
information. to the device's command register for in
terpretation. 

A status information'transfer is the reverse. The de
vice requests software iIitervention at the end of one 
of its operations, and the program reads a status Word 
into the central processor under program control. The 
word is then analyzed by the program and further 
commands are issued. 

3.4 INTERRUPTS 

Another type of command information referenced in 
our examples, but not defmed, pertains to the ability 
of a· device to request software intervention after it 
completes an operation and needs further direction. 
This is a way of interrupting the program from its nor
mal routine, and forcing it to service the device. Again, 
the program is slowed down while it identifies the re~ 
questing device and services it by transferring data un~ 
derprogram control or by initializing the data channel 
for a more complex transfer. In order to reduce the 
identification period, elaborate program interrupt (PI) 
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and automatic priority interrupt (API) hardware 
schemes have been devised for the PDP-IS I/O proces
sor. These facilities allow the most urgent requests to 
be serviced first and as quickly as possible. They are 
described in detail in the PDP-IS User's Handbook. 

3.5 THE PDP-IS I/O BUS SYSTEM 

There are two types of bus systems in use on current 
digital computers (Figure 3-l): the radial system 
where each peripheral is connected to a physically sep
arate cable or channel and .the program identifies the 
device by a number on that channel; and the parallel 
system where one I/O cable goes to all peripherals. In 
the parallel system the cable leaves the I/O processor 
and is chained to each device on the channel in turn. 
This distributes the cable connections along the bus 
and therefore reduces cable .congestion at the proces
sor. Thereis one set of line drivers and receivers in the 
processor instead of one set per device. 

PER.lPHERALS 

COMPUTER 

'. RADIAL BUS SYSTEM 

COMPUTER 
(PDP-15) 

15-0080 . 

1/0 CABLES 

PERI PHERALS . 

PARAI,.LEI,. BUS SYSTEM 

15-0080 

Figure 3-1 I/O Bus Schemes 
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( The PDP-IS uses the parallel bus system where one 
cable is chained from device to device. Commands 
(other than program interrupt or automatic priority 
interrupt) and status are transmitted on the same lines 
as data, and these lines are used for both program con
trol and data channel transfers. Data, command and 
status words can be up to IS bits. 

A set of control lines accompanies the data lines' to 
identify the activity on the lines. The control lines 
identify data channel transfers, program· controlled 
transfers, status or command instructions, program in
t~rrupt or API commands or miscellaneous operations 
suchas a pulse to clear all registers prior to set up. 
There are a total of 72 signals in the cable. 

All devices on the I/O bus can be operated concur
rently by means of a time-shared multiplexing arrange
mentwherein the data channel and API automatically 
interleave services to the various subsystems; and the 
operating program is designed to interleave services 
during program-controlled data, command' or status 
transfers. 

Essential to this multiplexing system is the idea of a 
device number, or device address. During multi-cycle 
data channel or API operations, the peripheral trans
mits its device number to the I/O processor so that the 
program can. address the data buffer appropriate to 
that device. For a transfer operation, the device num
ber specifies the locations of the word count and cur
rent address. For an API request, this number spec
ifies the location that the program must "trap" or 
jump to. During single-cycle data transfers, the device 
specifies the core address where it wishes to transfer 
the current word. 

A device number is also used during program-con
trolled command status and data transfers. In this 
case, the number is selected by the program through 
an instruction called an lOT (input/output instruc
tion). Each device is assigned a group of such instruc
tions which include the device number. During the ex
ecution of the instruction, the device number is trans
mitted t6 each devi,ce. Only the correct device will 
decode the number and carry out the intended trans
fer; all other devices remain inactive. This facility is 
~alled the addressable I/O bus. 

All signals on the cable, except a few, which are called 
ENABLE signals, are broadcast to all devices in paral
lel. Each device passes on the signal it receives without 

amplification, and in a similar fashion all input signals 
are passed along, and the I/O processor sees a compos
ite of all. Units that are not active transmit logical ze
roes which do not cause interference between devices. 

The ENABLE signal is not always passed on; it is the 
key to the automatic multiplexing scheme used by the 
data channel and API. This signal is wired in series 
through each device. When a device receives the 
ENABLE signal on API or data channel it decides 
whether or not it wants to communicate with the I/O 
processor.· . If communication is desired it traps 
ENABLE, preventing the signal from passing to the 
next device on the chain. If no communication is de
sired it merely passes the signal on as it would any 
other outbound signal. 

3.6 SUMMARY OF THE PDP-IS I/O PROCESSOR 

The PDP-IS I/O processor contains two basic subsys
t~ms; a CPU I/O controller* and a memory I/O con
troller * . The former handles all information transfers 
between the I/O bus and the CPU; this includes any 
program interrupts on PI or API, all program con
trolled transfers of data, command or status informa
tion and miscellaneous instructions such as CAF (clear 
all flags). 

The memory I/O controller carries out the single- or 
multi-cycle data channel transfers of data, and in
cludes a facility to either increment the content of a 
device specified location or add a number to its con
tents. Data in, IS-bit words can move in or out of 
memory at speeds of 1 mHz during single-cycle trans
fers; 2S0 kHz during multi-cycle transfers. 

3.6.1 The CPU I/O Controller 

The PDP-IS CPU I/O controller handles all control and 
data transfers between the central processor and de
vices on the I/O bus. It uses the following basic sys
tem elements: 

a. An addressable I/O bus which includes the 
shared IS-line data path, 3 lOP control signals, 
eight device-code lines and a line which speci
fies an input transfer called RD RQ L. 

*Note that these subsystems are functional, and do not have any real 
physical location. 
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b. A program interrupt requestZine(PROG INT 
RQ L)used by the device to request program 
intervention. When any device selects this line, 
the central processor automatically traps to lo
cation 0 of bank 0, stores away important cur
,rent registers under program control and pro
ceeds to execute the contents of location 1 of 
bank O. 

c. Skip and status lines which provide a way for 
the computer to identify a device which causes 
a program interrupt. This is important since all 
devices share the same program interrupt line. 
Having trapped to location 0 on a program in
terrupt, the program usually jumps to a rou
tine which issues successive lOT SKIP instruc
tions, one for each device. The device which 
echoes back a pulse on its SKIP RQ L line is 
identified as the requesting device. The ech
oed pulse causes the program to skip its next 
instruction which usually sends the program to 
that device's service routine. 

The status facility of the PDP-1S issues a pulse 
called RD STATUS H. This is used by a device 
to gate its status flags onto the I/O bus where 
they are read into the central processor. This 
signal can be issued by either an 10RS com
mand or by a switch on the console (see 
PDP-1S User's Handbook). 

d. Automatic Priority Interrupt (API) Logic ex
tends. the PDP-1S. program interrupt ~apabili
ties by providing interrupt servicing for as 
many as 28 I/O devices with minimum pro
gramming and maximum efficiency. Itsprior
ity structure permits high data-rate devices to 
interrupt the service routines of slower devices 
with a minimum of system "overhead". The 
option permits the device service routines to 
access directly from hardware-generated entry 
points, eliminating the need for time-consum
ing flag searches to identify the d{lvice that is 
causing the interrupt. 
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The option provides 32 unique channels, or en
try points, for the device service routines, and 

, 8 levels of priority. The four higher levels are 
for fast access to service routines in response 
to device-initiated service requests. Each of 
these levels can be multiplexed to handle up to 
8 devices assigned an equal priority, up to a 
maximum of 28. The four lower levels are as
signed to program-initiated software routines 
for transferring control to programs or subrou
tines on a priority basis. Four of the 32 chan
nels are reserved for these software levels. 

. .,---~ .----, ---; 

Each device interfaced to the API option spec
ifies (sends) its "trap address" or unique ser
vice routine entry point to the processor when 
granted an API break by the processor. Core 
memory locations 408 through n 8 are assign
ed as these entry points. JMS or JMS I instruc
tions contained in these locations provide link
age to the actual service routines. 

Of the 28 hardware channels, 3 are assigned 
internally to the paper-tape reader, real~time 
clock, and optional power-failure detection 
system. 

Each API priority takes precedence over low
er API priorities, program interrupts, and the 
main program. The highest priority program 
segment interrupts lower priority program seg
ments when' activated. The data channel and 
real-time clock hold highest priority. 

, The entire API system may be enabled or'dis-
abled by a single lOT instruction. ' 

The I/O bus contains 12 lines unique to the 
API; these include an API RQ L (request), an 
API GR H (grant) and an API EN I:l (enable) 
line for each of the fou~ levels. Other I/O bus 
signals used by the' API include I/O PWR CLR 
H; I/O SYNC H, and I/O ADDR 12L-I/0 
ADDR 17 L. The API RQ L lines are used by 
the device to request anintemipt' from the 
computer at a particular priority level. The 
API GR is the computer's response to an API 
RQ L. The API EN signal indicates to a device 
the status of another device on that interrupt 

level. (There can be as many as eight devices 
sharing any priority level.) I/O PWR CLR I:I is 
used tei establish initial conditions, I/O SYNC 
H is used for timing, and the I/O ADDR 12 L 
to I/O ADDR 17 L specify the unique entry 
point or trap address to a device service rou
tine. 

3.6.2 The Memory I/O Controller 

The PDP-IS memory I/O controller handles all control 
and data transfers between. the internal core. memory 
and peripheral devices. It uses.the following basic ele
ments to do this: 

a. The Addressable 1/0 Bus whiCh includes the 
shared 18-line data path, two lOP control sig
nals (lOP' 2 H and lOP 4 H) and two signals 
signifying the direction of a transfer; RD RQ L 
for a read int!l memory and WR RQ ,L for a 
write out of memory. 
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b. The Multi-Cycle Data Channel Control Lines 
which include a request line - DCH RQ L; a 
command to the device to post its address 
code - DCnGR H, and an ENABLE line
DCH EN H. The multi-cycle facility will trans
fer data to or frommemory at speedsofup to 
250 kHz in IS-bit words alorig IS-line data. 
paths. The control lines also include 15 ad
dress lines to specify the address in memory 
where the word count is stored. 

c.The Single Cycle Data Channel Control Lines 
which include the control signals used by the 
multi-cycle data channel, plus one other to 
signify a single,cycle request as opposed to a 
multi-cycle request, This is called SING CY 
RQ L. A device can operate with this facility 
in one of two modes: burst mode or normal 
mode. Burst mode allows a device to carry on 
back to back transfers at I mHz in one direc
tiononly. If the device needs to either change 

direction or slow down, it must drop back 
into normal mode which requires resynchroni
zation at each transfer and thus has a 3 to 5 IlS 
latency. 

d. An Increment Memory Control Line which, 
when enabled, causes the I/O processor to in
crement the location normally specified in a 
multi..cycle data channel request as the word 
count. However, .the cycle stops here. The 
current address is not incremented and no data 
is transferred. If the count overflows, the de
vice is notified. 

e. An Add to Memory Control Line which causes 
the I/O processor to add the contents of the 
IS data lines set up by the device on the I/O 
address lines to the contents of a memory lo
cation specified by the device. Both words 
must be of the same sign. If the sign of the 
sum is different, then an overflow pulse is sent 
to the device. 
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Table 3·1 
Summary of PDp· IS Input/Output FlIcilities 

Facility 

.MlIlti-CYcle Data Channel Input 

Multi-Cycle Data Channel Output 

Add to Memory 

Increment Memory 

Single-Cycle Data Channel Output 

Single-Cycle Data Channel Input 

Addressable I/O Bus 

Addressable I/O Bus 

Read Status 

Skip 

Program Interrupt 

Automatic Priority Interrupt 

Remarks 

Data Transfers To/Prom Memory 

Used to transfer data directly to core memory in up to 
IS·bit bytes at high speed (250 kHz). C~st is low but 
memory overhelld is high. . 

Used to transfer data directly from 'meii1Ory' in up to 
18-bit bytes. cost is low and memory overhead IS high .. 
Maximum speed is IS8 kHz. 

Used to add the contents of a device register to the con
tents of a specified core location in 18·bit bytes. Good 
for signal averaging. Maxiinum speed is ISS kHz. 

This facility allows an' external device to increment the 
content of a core location ',by I. Useful for· generating, 
histograms. Maximum speed is 500 kHz. 

With this facility a device can transfer a burst of data 
from core memory at I mHz in IS"bit bytes. It is ex
pensive to i~terface to and should be used for very high 
speed devices. ' 

Used to transfer a burst of data from a device to core 
memory at I mHz per IS-bit word. It is expensive to in· 
terface to and should be used for very high speed devices. 

Data Transfers To/Prom CPU 

With this facility, devices can transfer data in IS-bit bytes 
to or from the central processor. Cost of interfacing is 
minimal. A typical transfer rate is one transfer every 
200 f.lS. 

Command and Status Transfers 

Command and status information can be transferred to 
or from the CPU in the same manner as ordinary data. 

This is a special facility designed to allow the user to 
monitor all vital flags in the system. Each device is as· 
signed a bit for its flag(s), which is read onto the address· 
able I/O bus and into the CPU when the Read Status 
command is given. No two devices should use the same 
bit. See the PDP-IS .User's Handbook for bit assign
ments. 

The addressllble' I/O bus allows the computer to test the 
status of a flag (typically) by issuing a pulse which will 
echo if the addressed flag is up. Every flag that posts a 
program interrupt must be identifiable by the skip facil· 
ity. 

Interrupts 

All devices share a ·common program interrupt line. 
When a device posts an interrupt the computer is forced 
to location 0, bank 0, and then on to a service routine 
designed to identify the requesting device using the skip 
facility. The process requires CPU and memory over
head and takes time. 

This facility reduces the time to service a requesting de· 
vice and establishes a hierarcy among devices so that im
portant interrullts can be handled quickly and without 
interference. 
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4.1 INTERFACING TO THE CPU I/O 
CONTROLLER 

In general, devices rely on the CPU for control and 
status information, and on memory for high speed 
data. An extensive monitor· sYstem running in the 
CPU usually commands the operation of the entire 
computer complex. It can initiate a peripheral such as 
a disk into the correct· operating mode and start it 
when the entire system· is ready. . The transfer rates 
for these commands are low, so that the CPU can 
afford to provide much of the basic control logic for 
such transfers, thus simplifying device logic. It does 
this with an instruction set called lOT instructions 
(Figure 4--1). Control data or status information is 
transferred to or from the accumulator of the CPU 
from the I/O processor under lOT control. The I/O 
processor passes the data on or off the I/O bus cable 
to or from the selected device. 

Any d~vice which is to interface to the I/O processor 
for CPU communications must satisfy the needs of 
four elements: 

. 
I 

OCTAL CODE =70 

CHAPTER 4 
PDP-IS INTERFACING 

a. Addressable I/O Bus 

b. Program Interrupt Facility 

c. Status and Skip Facilities .. 

d. Automatic Priority Int~rrupt Syste~. 

Although.API.is a syst~m option, any.device designed 
for the I/O bus should always contain API logic to 
allow for future expansion. 

4.1.1 . A CPU .Interface with API 

As an example of.an interface for a device to the CPU 
I/O controller, a very simple peripheral is chosen that 
can receive into its data buffer an IS-bit word from 
the accumulator of the CPU; or can transmit the states 
of. its IS. contacts back to the accumulator (Figure 
4-2). 

This example has five basic components: address
able I/O bus logic, data register logic, contact sensor 
and transmitter logic, program interrupt skip and status 
logic, and API control logic. 

9 1,0 1" 1,21,31'41,51,61,71 
. 

.''-' '----v. 'I~' LCLEAR 

AC IF=! I 
DEVICE SEL.ECTION SUB DEVICE 

(6 BITS) SELECTION 
(2 BITS) 

15-0050. 

Figure 4-1· lOT Instruction Format 
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a. The Addressable I/O Bus Logic - decodes the 
unique device and subdevice code which origi
nates in the lOT instruction. This device can 
now respond to the lOP pulses 1, 2 or 4 issued 
by the same lOT to transfer data or cause 
some control function such as "skip on flag". 

The addressable I/O bus logic also contains 
input buffers for the 18 data lines on which 
data is transferred. 

b. Data Register Logic - This 18-bit register ac
cepts data from the addressable I/O bus. The 
data is strobed off the bus with one of the 
lOP control pulses issued by the lOT instruc-
tion. 

c. Contact Sensor and Transmitter Logic - 18 
switches are sensed by the transmitter logic, 
and their contents can be transferred to the 
18 data lines of the addressable I/O bus logic. 
An IOP-2 control pulse is used to strobe the 
data onto the bus. 

d. Program Interrupt Skip and Status Logic -. 
The device notifies the computer of its need 
for CPU attention by posting a program inter
rupt. All devices share the same program inter
rupt line so, to determine which device caused 
the signal, the CPU goes through a polling 
routine or "skip" chain (refer to PDP-IS 
User's Handbook} where it issues a skip lOT 
for each device. The device which echoes back 

,-i/o PROCEsSoR "I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

lIO BUS 

tCONNECTORS. 

OUT IN OUT 

PROGRAM 
INTERRUPT 

SKIP a STATUS 
LINES 

APr 

~ 
CPU I CPU liD ... I 

API 
CONTROL ACCUMULATOR CONTROLLER LINES I . I 

I I. API 

I ~ 
EN IN 

j 1 I 
I I 
I I DEVICE Ell 

SUBDEVICE 

I SELECT LINES 

: 
MEMORY 

<::= I MEMORY [/0 lOP 1,2,4 
CONTROl.1..ER I CONTROL LINES 

I I liD BUS 00-17 

I I DATA LINES 

I I L _______ .J 

a SKIP RQ pulse to the processor is identified 
as the requesting device. 

The status logic is used to notify the CPU of 
the status of each device. By issuing an 10RS 
(read flags) instruction, the CPU can monitor 
the system status. 10RS issues a pulse at IOP-2 
time. 

Each device should be designed to strobe the 
"OR" of all its interrupt flags onto a unique 
pre-assigned I/O bus line when the IORS lOT 
is issued. 10RS is similar to a read lOT in that 
the data strobed onto the bus is loaded into 
the accumulator. ,Since all devices receive 
10RS simultaneously the I/O bus will see a 
composite of all device flags, and therefore 
the status of the entire c<;>mputer. system. 

This status facility is useful for checking 
interrupts when API is not available, on the 
system. 

e. The Automatic Priority Interrupt Logic.
There are four API leveisassigned to peripher. 
als on the I/O bus cable. They extend the 
capabilities of the program interrupt facility 
and save CPU timeJorpolling. An API re
quest at any level forces the CPU to jump or 
"trap" to an address specified by the device. 
In this way, the device is immediatelyidenti
fied and polling time is saved. . The API logic 
facilitates this option for the device, provided 
the option is available in the 1/0 processor. 

AUTOMATIC 
PRI CRITY PROGRAM 
INTERRUPT INTERRUPT CONTROL 

$ 
SKIP AND 

LOGIC STATUS LOGIC 

,iCLO,c K ..... ON I 
oOFF I 

-I DATA REGISTER LOGIC 
CONTACT SENSOR 

AND 
lOP TRANSMIT LOGIC 

ADDRESSABLE CONTROL 

I 1 
110 BUS PULSES 

LOGI C 

I 
I 
I 
I 

( 

( 

I 
I 
I 

[..I.~~~~- PDP-'5 ~~~~~--+'I""" I/O BUS CABLE ..... 'i4I.------~---- DEVICE -------------1.: c I I I I 

Figure 4-2 Block Diagram of CPU Device with API 
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4.1.2 The Logic 

Figure 4·3 shows the detailed logic of each of the 
blocks in Figure 4-2. The following descriptions relate 
directly to this diagram. 

This peripheral can be programmed to either read a 
data word from the contact sensor switches or write 
a word from the accumulator into the data buffer 
according to the whim of its programmer. A clock 
is provided to post interrupts or API requests at 
regular intervals, to which the program can respond 
by issuing read or write lOT's. 

This device has no known practical application. It is 
used here because it illustrates the logic and timing 
necessary to mate more complex· devices to the 
PDP-IS, yet is relatively easy to understand. 

The device works in, the following way: 

a. The contact sensors are set to whatever word 
is to be read. 

b. The programmer selects his read or write sub
routine. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g. 

The M401 clock is enabled. 

The clock sets FLAG which enables the API 
REQ flip-flop of the MI04 Multiplexer. On 
the next I/O SYNC H, an API 0 RQ L and a 
PROG lNT RQ L signal are issued simultane
ously. If API is available and enabled, then 
the CPU will trap to memory location 44. If 
API is not available, then a program inter
rupt occurs and the CPU traps to location 
00. Each of· the signals used by the API 
control logic is listed in Table 4-1, and the 
timing is given in Figure 44. 

If the CPU responded to an API break, then 
it is programmed to jump to its appropriate 
read or write routine. 

If the CPU could only respond to a program 
interrupt request (because APi was unavail~ 
able or disabled), it wouldjump to a polling 
routine where it would issue the lOT SKIP 
instruction. When this lOT selected the device 
and issued 10Pl, then lOT SKIP would be 
generated and an echo ,pulse called SKIP RQ L 
would be sent back to the computer. The 
CPU would be forced to skip its next instruc
tion, and the program, recognizing this device, 
could jump to the read or write routine. 

If the programmer wants to read in, then the 
program would issue an lOT with IOP2 se
lected. The lOT is decoded by the address· 

able I/O bus logic and an lOT READ signal 
strobes th.e contact switches onto the data 
lines, I/O BUS OOL to I/O BUS l7L. It also 

. strobes a signal called. RD RQ L which tells 
the CPU of an IN transfer. 

h. If the programmer wants to write,' then the 
program would issue an lOT with IOP4 se
lected. The lOT is again de.coded and an lOT 
WRITE signal generated, This pulse strobes 
the data from the accumulator to the data 
register of this device. 

i.. When a transfer has been completed, an lOT 
CLR FLG is issued and both API RQ and 
FLAG are reset. 

Detailed descriptions of each signal and its timing re
lationships to associated signals are given in Table 4-1 
and Figure 44. These should be studied in detail be
fore a'design is attempted. 

The designer should take note of the following points,: 

a. 

b. 

c. 

d. 

e. 

All I/O bus signals are received by an M5l0 
module and transmitted by an M622 module 
with the exception of API EN IN and API 
EN OUT, which are handled by the M104. 

PROG INT RQ and API N RQ are anded to
gether to generate PROG iNT RQ. This tech
nique gives each device the option of using 
API or PI but guarantees that when API is 
used, it will be honoured over the interrupt. 
If PROG INT RQ were not gated with API 
N RQ, then the I/O processor may see the 
PI request before the API since the former is 
asynchronous, and service it first. 

The logic should be designed so that if the 
MI04 is removed from the device because its 
corresponding computer does not have the 
API option, then the PI facility will still oper· 
ate. This is effected by wiring a pull up resistor 
of an M 113 module to the input of the inverter 
which drives the corresponding AND gate. 
This forces a logical one to this gate when 
the M104 module is pulled. 

It is good practice to gate the two sub device 
bits into the MI03 module with the device 
bits, when the subdevice codes are not used. 
This frees up remaining codes for other de
vices. Note that this practice was not followed 
in our example. 

Make sure that all flags and registers are cleared 
by I/O PWR CLR, or the device may post 



spurious interrupts during power up. If the f. Do not clear the interruptflag(s) with the ( 
device must be powered up while the computer clear flag (11) signal in the M104. Clear this 
system is on, then an internal power clear flag(s) with an lOT. Otherwise the I/O pro-
signal must be generated to avoid erroneous cessor may clear the flag before it acknowl-
flagging. edges the request. 

The following subroutine illustrates how this device can be programmed. It assumes for simplicity that the device clock 
is enabled, and that no other programs or devices are operating on the system. If any switch is up .on the console switch 
register, then read operations are performed. Otherwise a write operation is carried out . 

. LOC 2000 
START CAF /Clear all system flags 

CLA /Clear the accumulator 
ION /Enable the PI 
TAD (40000 /Set tip the API control 
ISA word and enable API 
JMP. /Wait loop 
JMPSTART /Return to the beginning 

.LOCO 
000000 . /PI setup 
JMP SKIP /Go to skip chain 

.LOC44 
JMSDATA / API trap point ( 

'-.. 

. LOC2020 
SKIP lOT SKIP L /Check the flag 

HLT /This flag was not 
up. Since there are no other 
devices operating, something 
is wrong. 

JMSDATA /Go to service routine 

JMP * 0 /Go to begfuning 

DATA 000000 /Subroutine entry point 

CLA /Clear accumulator 

LAS /Load switch register 

SZA /Skip if AC=:=O 
JMPREAD /Not zero, go to read 

JMPWRITE /Zero, go to write 

READ CLA /Clearthe AC 
., 

lOT READ /Read data in 

DACTEMPI /Store it 

DBR /Debreak and restore 

JMP * DATA /Return 

WRITE CLA /Clear the AC 
LAC WORD· /Get the data word 

lOT WRITE /Write it ( 
DBR /Debreak and restore 

'--

JMP * DATA /Retum 
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Table 4-1 
CPU Interface With API ( 

Signal Signal Input Cable 
Signal Definition Signal Function 

Number Mnemonic Pin Number 

1 API 0 2BLI This enable signal, one of four in the API system, Each device can post a request to its API level only 
ENH is a dc level originating in the I/O processor and if the incoming API EN level is true. By posting a 
(IN and OUT) is daisy chained from device to device on the same request, the device immediately inhibits all control-

level. The MlO410gic in each controller can lers below it on the bus by removing the enable signal 
interrupt this level, cutting the level off all de- to the next device. In this way, priorities on each 
vices that follow it on the bus. A device receives level are established when devices request simulta-
it as API 0 EN IN H and transmits it as neously; the first device on this level will have high-
API 0 EN OUT H. est priority, the second next priority, etc. 

2 I/O SYNCH 2ABI The I/O processor clock pulse issued every micro- This signal is used to synchronize API RQ to the 
second. It is a I mHz 25,o-ns pulse. I/O processor. 

3 API 0 2B1I One of four possible signals issued by the I/O The device uses this signal to gate the address of 
GRH processor indicating thabt grants the API request its API level trap address onto the I/O ADDR 

at the corresponding level, in this case level O. lines by posting the API ENA flag. 

4 II.OPWR 2ASI System clear signal generated in response to I) This signal is treated as an initializing signal for 
CLRH Power on or off; 2) CAP" instruction; 3) 1/.0 all devices (controllers attached to the I/O bus). 

RESET key. It is a I mHz, 250'ns pulse. All registers are reset to "initial" status. 

5 SDOH 2AT2 The device and subdevice select lines decoded These signals are decoded by the addressable I/O 
--II --DS5H 2AP2 from I/O bits 6-13 of the IOT instruction. bus to select the device. 

12 IOPIH 2ADI Micro-programmable control signal which is part Used for I/O skip instructions to test a device 
of an lOT instruction. Decoded from bit 17 of flag or other control function. Cannot be used 
theIOT. to read a device buffer register. 

13 IOP2H 2AEI Same as lOP I except it is decoded from bit 16. Usually used to effect a transfer of data from a 
selected device to the processor, or to .clear a device 
register or flag, but may be used for other control 
functions. May not be used t() determine a skip. c 

14 IOP4H 2AHI Same as lOP I H except it is decoded from Usually used to effect transfer of data from the 
bit IS. CPU to the device or control. May not be used to 

determine a skip condition or to effect a transfer 
of data from a selected device to the CPU. 

15 ..... 32 I/OBUSOOL IABI 18 data lines which constitute the bidirectional These data lines (I/O BUS 00 L - I/O BUS 17 L) 
..... 1/0 BUS 17 L IAV2 facility for transferring data in bytes of up to 18 convey data between the AC of the CPU (via the 

bits between the device and the CPU (in this case). I/O processor) and the device data register. This 
is the most significant bit, 00. 

33,34 I/OADDR IBK2, One, of fifteen lines which constiute an input bus This address bus in this case is used to deliver the 
12 L, IS L IBS2 for devices that deliver address data to the device's API trap address 44 during its API break. 

processor. 

35 API 0 2BHI One of four API request signals on channels 0-3. The device uses this signal to inform the I/O 
RQL This signal is set by the device. The signal is processor of its request for API priority level 0, 

raised by the M I 04 logio:; at I/O SYNC time only. the highest of the four. 

36 PROGINT 2ALI This signal causes the program to trap to location A device delivers this level to the I/O processor 
RQL 000000 if the priority interrupt system is enabled. to request interruption of the program in progress 

The instruction resident in location 000001 is in order that the device be serviced by the CPU. 
fetched and executed: 

37 SKIP 2AJI The return of the signal to the I/O processor Used by a device to inform the program of the 
RQL during IOPI indicates that an lOT instruction state of its interrupt flag. 

test for a skip condition' has been satisfied. The 
PC is subsequently incremented by one. 

38 RD 2API A signal issued when the CPU issues an 10RS Used by the device to gate its status onto the I/O 
STATUSH instruction or when the console switch is placed bus data lines (one line per status bit) which ,is 

on I/O STATUS. then read into the AC of the CPU. 

39 RDRQL 2AMI Indicates to the processor that the device is Used by the device to specify to the I/O processor 
sending it a data word. an input-to.cPU data transfer is required. Its 

absence is interpreted as an outgoing transfer. 
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Figure 4-3 Logic Diagram of the CPU Device with API 
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4.2 INTERFACING TO THE MEMORY I/O 
CONTROLLER 

The prilI}ary task of the memory I/O controller is to 
serve as a high speed data path between memory and 
storage peripherals such as disks, . drums or magnetic 
tape. It .serves this function with two facilities; a 
single-cycle data channel for very fast (up to 18 x 106 
bits) transfers or a multi-cycle channel for slower (250 
kHz per word) rates. However, the memory I/O con
troller also provides two other features: an increment 
memory service With which a peripheral controller can 
specify any PDP-IS internal memory location and 
increment it by one at 'a maximum iate of 500 kHz; 
and an add-to-memory feature where a peripheral can 
add the contents of any PDP-IS memory location to 
the contents of its data register at 188 kHz. 

4.2.1 The Multi-Cycle Data Channel Peripheral 

Any device. controller designed to use the multi-cycle 
data channel needs six ·elements: the five used by a 
device uSing the CPU 110 controller plus multi-cycle 
data chimnellogic (Figure 4-5). 

Each of the basic elements described for the CPU I/O 
controller are used in this device, with only minor 
differences in the·logic. 
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CONTROLLER LINES 

I I 

I 1 
I I 
I ~ I 
I I 

DEVICE 8 
SUBDEVICE 

I 
SELECT LINES 

MEMORY 
MEMORY 

~ lOP 1;2,4 1 110 
CONTROLLER I CONTROL LINES 

, I I liD BUS 00-17 

I DATA LINES 

1 I I 
L_~ _____ .:.J 

OUT 

Multi-Cycle Data Channel Logic is basically a single 
DEC module Type M104 which handles the basic con
trol and timing signals of the multi~cycle data channel. 
Each device using the multi-cycle data channel is 
assigned two memory locations; one for its word 
count, and one forits current address. 

These registers are identified by a device as it requests 
service· by the control logic. Then, the memory I/O 
controller increments each location during the multi
cycle operation. 

Figure 4-6 is a detailed logic diagram of each of the 
blocks in Figure 4-5. The following is a description of 
the functions performed by it: 

a.· The peripheral is initiated manually by: 

(1) Setting the MODE switch to READ 
or WRITE 

(2) Setting the data switches 

(3) Setting the ENABLE switch to ON 

b. When enabled, the M401 clock sets DCH 
FLAG which iD. tum enables OCR RQ of the 
MI04. The next I/O SYNC pulse sets DCH 

. RQ which then posts Dcli RQ L back to the 
memory I/O controller. 

INHIBn 

'--. MODE 
MULTI 

NORMAL SWITCHES 
CYC~E 

\ DATA· 
CHANNEL 
CONTROL . 

LOGIC 

WFLOW 

DCH CLOCK ....... ON.I FLAG o OFF,' . READ WRITE 

AUTOMATIC PROGRAM 
PRIORITY INTERRUPT 

INTERR"UPT SKIP AND 
CONTROL STATUS 

LOGIC 

~ 
FACILITIES 

FLAG 

OVERFLOW 

-' CONTACT SENSOR 
DATA REGISTER LOGIC AND 

L TRANSMIT lOGIC 
ADDRESSABLE 

I 1 
I/O BUS 
LOGIC 

I 
1 
1 
1 

I~.----- POP-15~------<.+I.~1I0 BUS CABLE-<o ..... I.----------,---- DEVICE ---------------..1.1 
I I I 15-0049 I 

Figure 4-5 Block Diagram for Multicycle Data Channel Device 
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c. The I/O controller responds (some time later) 
with DCH GR H, setting DCH ENA of the 
MI04and posting I/O ADDR 13L, 14L, which 
signify address 30, the word count location. 
On the next I/O SYNC pulse the MI04 flip
flop DCH EN B is set. Its purpose will be 
explained later. 

d. The I/O controller increments location 30, 
which is hardware specified, and sends I/O 
OFLO back to the device if this location over
flows (2's complement). Regardless, it incre
ments location 31 (unless + 1 -+CA INH is 
posted during DCH ENA), the current address, 
and proceeds to transfer data. 

e. If the MODE switch is set to READ (RD RQ L 
gate enabled and WR RQ L disabled), then 
DCH ENB (1) L will gate onto RD RQ Land 
signify to the I/O processor that a transfer into 
memory is required. The I/O processor issues 
a pulse on the IOP2 line. DCH EN B enables 
the M 1 04 module at its optional select pin U2. 
IOP2 becomes lOT READ, and the data is 
strobed onto the data lines I/O BUS 00 L -
I/O BUS 17 L, and into the location specified 
by the contents of memory location 31. 

f. Ifthe'MODE switch is set to WRITE (WR RQ L 
gate enabled but the RD RQ L is not) then 
DCH EN B (1) L gates onto the WR RQ L 
line and signifies to the I/O processor that a 
transfer from memory is required. The I/O 
processor issues a pulse on the IOP4 line and 
DCH EN B enables the M103 module at its 
optional select pin U2. IOP4 becomes lOT 
WRITE and the data is strobed off the bus 
(placed there by the I/O processor) into the 
data register. 

g. If this is the last transfer of a block, then the 
preset word count register (location 30) over
flows (clears to zero) and an I/O OFLO H 
pulse sets the I/O OFLO flag. This flag then 
causes either an API request on level 0, or a 
program interrupt request. The result is the 
same as the previous example. 

h. If the INHIBIT switch is enabled, then DCH 
EN A (I) L causes a signal + l-+CA INH L to 
inhibit incrementing of the current address lo
cation. (This feature is used by the DECtape 
control during a search). 

i. If both WR RQ Land RD· RQ L are enabled, 
then the machine goes into an ADD TO MEM
ORY mode whereby data is strobed onto the 
I/O bus with IOP2 (the RD RQ L part),and 
added to the contents of the memory location 
specified by the CA register. The sum is re
read into the same location, and also trans
mitted back down the bus where it is strobed 
into the data register with IOP4 (WR RQ L 
part). If the sum is of a different sign than 
the two words, then a DATA OFLO pulse 
occurs to set the DATA OFLO flag. 

Detailed descriptions of each signal and its timing re
lationship to associated signals are given in Table 4-2 
and Figure 4-7. These should be studied in detail. 

Note that all I/O bus signals are received by an M51 0 
and transmitted by an M622 with the exception of the 
API EN IN, API EN OUT or DCH EN IN, DCH EN 
OUT, which are received and transmitted by their 
respective MI04. 

The following program will exercise the multi-cycle data channel device. It assumes that no other program or device is 
in operation within the system. Set the enable switch, specify read or write and go . 

START 
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. LOC 2050 
CAF 
CLA 
ION 
TAD (400000 
ISA 
LAC (775777 
DAC30 
LAC (4000 
DAC31 
JMP. 
JMP START 

/Clear the system flag and 
/theaccumulator 
/Turn on PI 
/Set up the API control 
/word and enable API 
/Set up the multi-cycle 
/data channel word count 
land current address to 
/2K8 and 4K8 
/Loop until an interrupt occurs 
/Go back to beginning 

( 

( 

( 



( 

SKIP 

OFLO 

DAFLO 

.LOCO 
000000 

. JMP SKIP 

.LOC44 
JMSOFLO 

.LOC2100 
lOT SKIP L 
aLT 
JMSOFLO 
JMP * a 

000000 
CLA 
CLL 
10TRDSTA 
DACTEMP 
lOT CLR OFLO 
RAR 
SZL 
JMSDAFLO 
CLA 
CLL 
LAC TEMP 
RTR 
SZL , 
JMSIOFLO 
JMP *OFLO 

000000 

DBR 
JM*DAFLO 

Note also that if the + 1 -+CA INH had been enabled, 
the cUrrent address would not have changed and each 
word would have been transferred to the same address. 
This feature is useful when hunting for a specific word 
such as a block number on DECtape. Each nuniber 
is transferred to the same location and checked against 
the number needed. This feature is also useful when 

" 

/PI setup 
/Goto skip chain 

/ API trap point 

/Check the OFLO flags 
/Wrong flag - error 
/Go to overflow routine 
/Go back to the beginning 

/Subroutine entry point 
/Clear the AC " 
/Clear the link 
/Read the flags 
/Store this status . 
/Clear the flags 
/Rotate right (17-+L) 
ISkip ifL=O 
/Go to data overflow routine 
/Clearthe AC 
/Clear the link 
/Bring in the status word 
/Rotate twice (16-+L) 
/SkipifL=O 
/Go I/O OFLO routine 
/Return to beginning 

/Subroutine entry point 
/ } The add to memory sum . 
/ has overflowed. This subroutine 
/ should set up a double precision 
/ add toutine. . 
/prime API 
/Return to beginning 

trouble-shooting I/O problems on the multi-cyc1e 
data channel. 

Note that the data could also have been read or written 
under program control as it was with the CPU device. 
This is often a useful maintenance tool. 
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Table 4.2 
Mulli-Cycle Data Chanllel Device 

Signal Signal Connector Signal De~nition Signal Function 
Number Mnemonic Pin Number 

I OCH 2BV2 This enable signal is a dc le~el which originates E~ch device can place a DCH tl'q uest only if the 

EN H at the I/O processor and is daisy chained from incoming DCH EN ievd is true. By po.sting a re-
(lNand OUT) device to device. The M I 04 iogiC in each de- quest, the dev;'e immediateiy inhibits ali con-

vice can interrupt this ievel. ':utting the levei troliers beiow it on the bus. 'In this way priorities 
off ali devices that foliow on the blls: A device on each ievel are established when devices request 
receives il as DCH EN IN H and transmits it .s simuitaneousiy. 
OCH EN OUT H. 

2 I/O SYNC 2ABI The I/O processor clock pulse 'issued every micro- This signal is used to synchronize device control 

H second. It is a I mHz, 250'ns pulse. timing such as AI-I RQ or OCH RQ to the I/O 
processor. 

3 DCHGRH 2BT2 Issued by the I/O processofwhen it acknowledges The device uses OCH G R to gate the address of 
a device's DCH RQ L. its word count onto the I/O ADOR lines of the 

'. I/O bus. 

4 API 0 2BLI This enable signal, a dc level originating in the Each device can post a req uest to its API level 
ENH I/O processor and daisy ch~ined from device to only if lhe incoming API EN level is true. BY 
(IN and OUT) device on the same level. The M I 04 logic in posting a request, the device immediately inhibits 

each controlier can interrupt this level, cutting alicontroliers below it on the bus. In this way 
it off ali devices that foliowit on·the bus. A priorities on each level are established when de· 
device receives it as API 0 EN IN H and trans- vices request simultaneously; the first device on 
mits it as, API 0 EN OI,1T H. this level will have highest priority; the next, etc. 

5 API 0 2ljJI One of fOllr possible signal$issued by the I/O The device Ilses this signal to gate the address of 

GRH processor indicating that it 'grants the API re- its API level trap a4dress onto the I/O ADOR lines. 
quest at the corresponding.level. 

, 6 I/OPWR 2ASI System clear signal gcnerat~d in response to I) Treated as an initiali~ing signal for all devices 
CLRH Power on or off; 2) CAF ilfstruction; 3) I/O (controllers attached to the I/O bus). All registers 

RESET key. It is a ImHz, 25o.ns pulse. are reset to "inilial" status. 

,7 .... 13 OSOH-DS5 H 2AD2 The six device select lines decoded from bits This sighal together with OS I - DS5 and SOO, 
SOOH 2AT2 6-11 of tI,e lOT instruction: and the two sub: SOl, is decoded by the device select logic in the 

device select lines decoded t'roinbits 12 and 13. conlroller, which responds to its unique code only. 

14 lOP I H 2ADI Micro-programmable control signal to effect an Used for I/O skip instructions to test a device flag 
lOT instruction-specified operation within a 9r other cont'rol function. Cannot be'llsed to read 
device. Decoded from bit 1'7 of the lOT. a device buffer register. 

15 IOP2H 2AEI Same as lOP I H. Decoded from bit 16 .. It is UsuallY used to effect a transfer of data from a 
also issued during a multi-cycle data channel . selected deviCe to the processor, or memory, or 
transfer into memory. , to clear a device register or flag, but may be used 

for other control functions. May not be used to 
determine a skip. 

i. 

16 IOP4H 2AHI Same.as lOP I H. Decoded, from bit 15. It i. Usually used to effect transfer of data from the 
also issued during a multi-cycle data ehennel CPU or memory, to the device or control. May 
transfer out of memory. not be used to determine a skip condition or to 

! effect a transfer of data from a selected device to 
\ 
I tlIeCPU. 

17,34 I/O BUS IABI- 18 data lines which consti~~te the bidirectional These data lines convey data between the data 
OOL-17L }AV2 facility for transferring dat~ in bytes of up to 18 register Qf the device and either memory or the 

bits between the device and. the CPU or memory. ACofthe CPU 

I/O AODR IBK2 Those lines which consititute an input bus for de. This address bus has two uses: 
41,35 12 L, 13 L IBS2 vices which must deliver 'address data to the. I/O a •. To deliver the device's API trap address 
42,36 14 L, 15 L processor. during its API break. 

b. To deliver the device's word count address 
during a multi-cycle DCH transfer, or an 
add to memory operation. 
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Signal Signal Connector 
Number Mnemonic Pin Number 

37 DCHRQL 2B82 

38 +I .... CA 2BEI 
INHL 

39 WRRQL 2BBI 

40 RDRQL 2AMI 

43 API 0 RQL 2BHI 

" 

44 PROG 2ALI 
INTRQL 

45 SKIP 2AJI 
RQL 

46 RD 2MI 
STATUSH 

47 I/O IBEI 
OFLOH 

48 DATA IBOI 
OFLOH 

) 

L 

\. 

Table 4-2 (Cont) 
M\lIti:CycIe Data Channel Device 

I 
Signal Definition 

A signal from a device to the I/O .processor indi-
eating a request for a multi-cycle data channel 
transfer, raised at I/O SYNC time. 

If the I/O processor sees this signal during multi~ 
cycle transfers, it inhibits norrnaJjncre'1l1inting 
of the device's assigned current address memory 
location. 

Indicates to the I/O processor that the device 
requires a transfer from memory. 

Indicates to the I/O processo~ that the device 
is offering it a data word. 

One of four API request signals on channels 0.3, 
This signal'is set by the device .. The signal is 
raised by the M 104 logic at I/O SYNC iime orily .. 

This signal can cause the program to trap to lo-
cation 000000 when no higher priority actio" is 
in progress. The instruction resident iri location 
000001 is fetched and executed. 

The return of the sjgnal to the I/O processor 
during 10PI indicates that an lOT instruction 
test for a skip condition .has been satisfied. The 
PC is subseqllently incremented by one. 

A signal issued. when the CPU issues an IORS 
instruction or when the col1sole switch is plaCl'd 
on I/O STATUS. 

This signal is issued during the first cycle of a 
multi-cycIe data channel transfer, if the content. 
(2's complement) of the word count assigned the 
currently active data chann~1 device becomes . 
zero when incremented. 

This signal is gated onto the bus by the I/O 
processor during the third cycle of an add-to-
memory operation, when the Sllm (I's comple-
ment) of two Iike"ligned numbers has an opposite 

sil!l!' 

0 

( 

Signal Function , 

This signal is interpreted by the I/O processor. It 
implies that some device wants to. carry out a 
multi-cycle transfer or an increment inemory, or 
add·to-memory. 

This facility is used by such Peripherals as OEC-
tape and magnetic tape when they search fo~ . 
reoords. It is also very. useful during device check-
Ollt to prevent writing throughout memory and 
destroying the controlling program, 

The device uses this signal to inform the I/O 
processor that it wants a word from memory 
(\luring a multi-cycle data channel transfer). 

Used by the device to specify to the I/O pro;"ssor 
that an input-to-CPU data transfer is·required. 

The device uses this signal to inform the I/O 
proqessor of its request for service Oil API 
priority level 0, the highest of the four. 

0 

A device delivers this level to the I/O prQceS!!Qr 
to request .interruption of the program in progr~ss 
in order that the device be se\'Viced. 

Used by a device. to infonn the program of the 
state of its interrupt flag. ( 

.. 
Used"" the device to gate its status onto the I/O 
bus 4at~ lines (one line: per status bit) which is 
then read into the AC of the CPU. 

This signal indicates .to the device that the sPeei-
fied number of words 'have been transferred at th. 
completion of tlte transfer in. progress. It is normally 
used to tum off the respective device and to initiate 
a program interrupt or API request. 

This signal is used by the device to notify it an 
'incorrect sum occurred beeauSlJ'of Qverflow, during 
an add-to-memory operation. 
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4.2.2 Increment Memory 

The basic logic needed to increment memory in any 
controller is very similar to the logic needed by a de
vice which wants to transfer data on the multi-cycle 
data channel. It uses increment memory control logic 
to take care of the control and timing signals and the 
usual API, program interrupt, skip and status logic to 
handle its "bookkeeping" (Figure 4-8). 

Since no data words are involved, the I/O BUS 00-17, 
and the data register, contact sensors and transmit 
logic are all absent. 

Figure·4-9 is a detailed diagram of the logic for this 
device. The following describes a typical sequence. 

I 
I 

a. The controller is initiated undeJ;" program con
trol by setting the CLK EN flag and enabling 
the M401 clock (clock logic). 

CPU 
ACCUMULATOR 

r 1 

MEMORY 

1-i/o PROCESSoR-"" 

I 
I I 
1 I 

~ 1 : CPU 110 
CONTROLLER I 

I .. I 
I I 

110 BUS 
rCONNECTORS t 

OUT . IN OUT 

DATA C.HANNEL 
CONTROL LINES 

PROGRAM 
INT·ERRUPT 

SKIP a STATUS 
LINES 

API 
CONTROL 

LINES 

I ~ 
I I 

DEVICE a 
I I SUBDEVICE 

SELECT LINES 
MEMORY 

~ 
1 

I 110 I rop 1,2,4 
CONTROLLER CONTROL LINES 

1 I 
1 1 
I I 
L_~ _____ ..J 

b.The CLK RQ flag sets and in turn enables DCH 
REQ (of the increment memory control logic) 
to set with the next I/O SYNC H pulse. 

c. DCH REQ causes a DCH RQ L line to signal 
the I/O processor which responds with DCH 
GR H, setting DCH ENA. 

d. DCH ENA gates the address lines onto the I/O 
ADDR bus and also enables the INC MB L 
level. It is this control line that signals the I/O 
processor to go into an increment addressed 
memory sequence rather than a normal transfer 
routine. 

e. If the specified location overflows (to zero), 
then an I/O OFLO H pmse sets CLK FLG, 
which tnen causes either an API 0 RQ Lora 
PROG INT RQ L to inform the program. The 
result is . similar to previous devices. Complete 
timing and signal descriptions are given in 
Table 4-3 and Figure 4-10. 

INCREMENT 
MEMORY 
CONTROL 

[~ 
LO~IC 

WFL6W 

RQ 

MODE 

API ~ PROGRAM ~ C 
INTERRUPT OUT 

(READI 
WRITEI 

CONTROL 
LOGIC 

-$. 
OVERFLOW 

t--
I ADDRESSABLE 

110 BUS 

l LOGIC 

, 

I cLOCK 
LOG IC 

SKIP AND 
STATUs LOG IC 

, 

I 
I 
I 

I i 
I I 
101.----- PDP-IS ------.11-. 110 BUS CABLE .... .J.,I.>-----'------~- INTOUT'" 3 --~----------_I.I 
I I I I 

15-0042 

Figure 4-8 Block Diagram for Increment Memory 
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The following program is designed to exercise the increment memory device. Note that the computer has complete C-
. control over this device. No operator switches are used . 

START 

SKIP 

CLKFLG 

. LOC 2150 
CAF 
CLA 
ION 
TAD (400000 
ISA 
LAC (775777 
DAC30 

lOT SETCLl( 
JMP. 
JMPSTART 

.LOCO 
000000 
JMP SKIP 

.LOC44 
JMSOFLO 

.LOC2200 
lOT SKIP L 
HLT 
JMSCLKFLG 
JMP* 0 

000000 
lOT CLR CLK FLG 
DBR 
JMP *CLKFLG 

This device could be used as an externalinterval timer 
or an external events counter. If the address were to 
change (e.g., the output of an A/D converter) then a 
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/Clear alltlags and 
/the accumulator 
/Turn off PI 
/Set up the API control word 
land enable APL 
/Set up the WC 
/register to overflow after 2KS' 

/Tum on clock 
/Wait in loop 
/Go to beginning 

/PI setup 
/60 to skip chain 

/ API trap address 

/Check the CLK FLG 
/Wrong flag-error 
/Go to CLK FLG routine 
/Retum to beginning 

/Subroutine entry point 
/Clear API and CLK FLG 
/Prime API 
/Go to beginriing 

distribution curve could be plotted in memory. Note 
the minimal programming overhead. 

(' 
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Signal Signal Connector 
Number Mnemonic Pin Number 

1 DCH 2BV~ 

< 

ENH 
(IN and OUT) 

2 I/O 2ABI 
SYNCH 

3 DCHGR H 2BT2 

4 API 0 EN 2BLI 
(IN and OUT) 

5 APIOGR H 2BJI 

6 I/OPWR 2ASI 
CLRH 

7 DSO H-DS5 H 2AD2 
~13 ~SDO H,SDI H 2AV2 

14 lOP I H 2ADI 

15 IOP2H 2AEI 

16 IOP4H 2AHI 

I/O AODR IBK2 -
17,18 12 L, 13 L IBS2 
21,22 14 L, 15 L 
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Table 4-3 
Increment Memory Signals 

Signal Definition 
I 

This enable signal is ~ de level originating at 
the I/O processor and daisy chained from de-
vice to device. The M I 04 logic in each device 
can interrupt this le~el, cutting the level off all 
devices that follow ~n the bus. A device re-
ceives it as DCH EN liN H and transmits it as 
DCHEN OUTH. 

The 1/0 processor clock pulse issued every 
microsecond. This is a I mHz,. 25D-ns pulse. 

Issued by the I/O prt.cessor when it acknowl-
edges a device's DCR RQ L. 

This enable signal, is a de level originating in 
the I/O processor and daisy chained from de-
vice to device on the same level. The M 104 
logic in each controller can interrupt this level, 
cutling off all devices that follow it on the bus. 
A device receives it as API 0 EN IN Hand 
transmits it as API 0 EN OUT H. 

A signal issued by the I/O processor indicating 
that the API request at level 0 is granted. 

System clear signal generated in response to 
I) Power on or off; 2) CAF instruction; 
3) I/O RESET key. This is a I mHz, 250-ns 
pulse. 

Six device and two subdevice select lines 
decoded from bit 6~ 13 of the lOT instruction. 

Micro-programmable control signal part of an 
lOT instruction-specified operation within a 
device. Decoded from bit 17 of the lOT. 

Same as lOP I H. Decoded from bit 16 of the 
lOT. 

Same as lOP I H. Decoded from bit 15 of the 
lOT. 

Several of fifteen lines which consitute an 
input bus for devices which must deliver address 
data to the I/O pro~essor. 

< 

/ 

< 

Signal Signal 
Signal Function Number Mnemonic 

Each device can post a DCH req uest only if the 19 INCMB L 

incoming DCH EN level is true. By posting a 
request. the device immediately inhibits all con-
trollers below it on the bus. In this way priori-
ties on each level are established when devices 20 DCH 

request simultaneously. RQL 

This signal is issued to synchronize device control 
timing such as API RQ to the I/O processor. 23 API 0 

RQL 

The device uses DCH GR to gate the address of 
its word count onto the I/O AD DR lines of the 
I/O bus. 24 PROG 

INRQL 

Each device can post a req uest to its API level 
only if the incoming API EN level is true. By 
posting a request. the device immediately in-
hibits all controllers below it on the bus. In this 25 SKIP 

way priorities on each level are established when RQL 

devices req uest simultaneously. 

The device uses this signal to gate the address of 26 I/O BUS 17L 

its API level trap address onto the I/O ADDR 
lines. 

27 RD 

This signal is treated as an initializing signal for STATUS H 

all devices (controllers) attached to the I/O bus. 
All registers are reset to "initial" status. 

28 I/O 
OFLOH 

This signal together with DS I-DS5 is decoded by 
the device select logic in the controller, which 
responds to its unique code only. 

Used'for I/O skip instructions to test a device 
flag or other control function. Cannot be used 
to initiate loading or reading a device buffer 
register. 

Usually used to effect a transfer of data from a 
selected device to the processor, or to clear a 
device register. but may be used for other con-
trol functions. May not be used to determine 
a skip. 

Usually used to effect transfer of data from the 
CPU to the device, or control. May not be used 
to determine a skip condition or to effect a trans-
fer of data from a selected device to the CPU. 

This address bus has two uses: 
a. To deliver the device '5 API trap address 

during its API break; 
b. to deliver the device's word count address 

during a multi-<:ycle DCH transfer, an 
increment memory operation, or add to 

memory. "" 

Connector 
Pin Number 

2BDI 

2BS2 

2BHI 

2ALI 

2AJI 

IAV2 

2API 

IBEI 

Table 4-3 (Cont) 
Increment Memory Signals 

Signal Definition 

Forces the I/O processor to increment the 
memory location specified by the IS-bit 
address lines on the I/O bus. 

A signal from a device to the I/O processor 
indicating a request for a multi-cycle data 
cha-nnel transfer, or an increment memory 
request. 

One of four API req uest signals on channels 
O~3. This signal is set by the device. 

This signal can cause the program to trap to 
location 000000 when no higher priority action 
is in progress. The instruction resident in lo-
cation 00000 I is fetched and executed. 

The return of the signal to the I/O processor 
during 10PI indicates that an lOT instruction 
test for a skip condition has been satisfied. 
The PC is subsequently incremented by one. 

Data line 17. 

A signal issued when the CPU issues an 10RS 
instruction or when the console switch is placed 
on I/O STATUS. 

This.signal is issued during the first cycle of a 
multi...cycle data channel transfer or an incre-I 

ment memory cycle, if the content (2's comple-
ment) of the word count assigned the currently 
active data channel device becomes zero when 

incremented. 

( 

Signal Function 

This feature allows a device to increment memory 
locations in one cycle without disturbing the CPU. 

This signal is interpreted by the I/O processor 
that some device wants to carry out a multi-cycle 
transfer or an increment memory. 

The device uses this signal to inform the I/O 
processor of its request for API service on 
priority level 0, the highest of the four. 

A device delive'rs this level to the I/O processor 
to request interruption of the program in progress 
in order that the device be serviced. 

Used by a device to inform the program of the 
state of its interrupt flag. 

Used to read the status of the clock flag into the 
AC. 

Used by the device to gate its status onto the I/O 
bus data lines (one line per status bit) which is 
then read into the AC of the CPU. 

This signal indicates to the device that the speci- ( 
fied number of words have been transferred at the 
completion of the transfer in progress: It is normal-
Iy used to turn off the respective device and to 
initiate a program interrupt or API request. 
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ClK FLG 0 0 

~ r-MAX FREQUENCY 
500 KHZ 

15-0090 

Figure 4-1 Timing Diagram for Increment Memory Devices 
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4.2.3 The Single-Cyc1e Data Channel Device 

The control logic for single-cycle data channel transfers 
is very similar to that for multi-cycle breaks, with one 
major exception. The number and destination/source 
of transfers are parameters handled by the I/O pro
cessor and memory during multi-cycle breaks, whereas 
during single-cycle transfers the device must remember 
its own word count and specify the absolute address it 
must transfer to/from (rather than the location of the 
current address). Therefore; each single-cycle oper
ating device will have its own word count and current 
address register. The time it takes to complete a trans
fer in this manner is reduced by two cycles. Figure 
4-11 shows a block diagram of a typical device oper
ating in single-cycle data channel mode., 

A single-cycle device operates under two conditions -
burst mode or normal mode. Burst mode is used when 
the device can transfer a word every microsecond. 
Typically, a slow device is double ortrlple buffered 
and transmits the data in a. burst of two or three 
words. In burst mode, only the first word suffers the 
time it takes to synchronize the device with memory 
through the I/O processor. Then, each successive word 
is transferred every microsecond until the last, after 
which synchronization is lost. During a burst, the 
transfer cannot change direction, and just before the 
last word, the switch must be turned to normal. 

In normal mode, each data channel request requires 3 
to 5 IlS to synchronize (unless it is the last transfer of 
burst mode). The transfer rate, therefore, is redqced 
considerably from burst mode. 

A detailed logic diagram for this peripheral is given 
in Figure 4-12. It works in the following way: 

a. An lOT instruction is issued to set the DATA 
MODE flag to DATA IN (IOP2 with SDO se
lected) or DATA OUT (IOP2 without SDO 
selected). The word count and current address 
registers are initiated (not shown). The'M401 
clock is switched on. The peripheral is set to 
burst or normal mode. 

b. The DCH FLAG is set by the clock; it enables 
SING CY RQ of the MI04? which sets on the 
next I/O SYNC H pulse. 

c. DCH RQ L is also posted, if it is to be a trans
fer into the computer (DATA IN). The I/O 
processor begins to synchronize with memory 
and issues DCH GR H. 

d. DCH GR H sets DCH EN A which places the 
contents of the current address register onto 
I/O Al)D~ lines 03 through 17. Later, when 
DCHGR H is reset, an address accepted or 
data accepted pulse is generated which should 
be used to increment the device's current ad
dress and word count register. 

e. If the word count register in the device over
flows signaling that the last transfer has been 
completed, the register must issue an overflow 
pulse to set the OFLO flag and cause an API 
or program interrupt request in the usual way. 

f If the I/O processor has sensed a DATA OUT 
transfer: 

, (1) It places the content of the memory lo
cation specified by the current address 
onto the I/O BUS 00 - 17 lines; then 

(2), It.issues an IOP4 which passes through 
the WI03 because DCH ENA (1) L has 
asserted its option select line. IOP4 
strobes the data off the lines into the de
vice data register. 

g. If the I/O processor has sensed a DATA IN 
transfer, then DCH ENA (1) H together with 
DATA MODE (1) H gate the state of the 
switch register onto the data lines. The I/O 
processorthen strobes them into memory. 

h.' If the peripheral is in normal mode, then the 
DCH FLAG, DCH RQare reset when DCH 
ENA is set. In burst mode they are inhibited 
from resetting. 

i. Irl burst mode the peripheral must count the 
number of DCH GR H's, and on the rising 
edge of the last, it must reset to normal mode. 
The M 104 unripples in the usual way after the 
last transfer. In the timing diagram of Figure 
4-13b, it is assumed. that four transfers occur. 

The single-cycle device requires the same programming effort as the multi-cycle devices. Most of the work comes in 
setting up the word count and current address registers (not shown) or setting modes. It is faster and uses less I/O pro
cessor time, however. 
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I 1 

h£MCRY 
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'ION 
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. lOT SET MODE 
JMP . 

. LOCO 
000000 
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.LOC44 
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.LOC2300 
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000000 
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I I 
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I I 
I I 
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~ I 110 I lOP 1,2,4 
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/ 
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Figure 4-11 Block Diagram of Single-Cycle Data Channel Device 
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Signal 
Number 

2 

4 

6 

7 
13 

)4 

15 

16 

35-
49 

50 
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Signal 
Mnemonic 

OCH 
EN H 

I/OSYNCH 

'OCHGRH 

APIOEN 

API 0 
GRH 

I/OPWR 
CLRH 

DSOH-DS5H 
SDO H-SDI H 

lOP I H 

10P:!H 

IOP4H 

I/O BUS 
OOL-17L 

I/OADDR 
03L-17L 

SINGCY 
RQL 

Connector 
Pin Number 

2BV2 

2ABI 

2BT2 

2BLI 

2B31 

2ASI 

2AD2 
2AV2 

2AD! 

2AEI 

2AHI 

IABI -
IAV2 

IBHI -
IBV2 

2AS2 

iTable 44 
Single-Cycle iata Channel Interface 

Signal d~finition 

This enable signal is a dt level originating at the 
I/O processor and daisy ,chained from device to 
device. The MlO410gic'in each device can 
interrupt this level. cutting the level off all de
vices that follow on the ,bus. A device receives 
it as DCH EN IN If .and iransmits it as DCII 
ENOUTH. I 

The I/O processor cIocJpulse issued every 
microsecond; a I mHz, 250-ns pulse. 

I 
Issued by the I/O proce!~or when it acknowl-
edges a device's DCH RQ L. 

This enable signal, is a dc level originating in 
the I/O 'processor and <jliisy chained from device 
to device on the same l~vel. The M I 04 logic in 
each controller can interrupt this level, cutting 
the level off all devices Ihat follow it on the bus. 
A device receives it as A(PI 0 EN IN H and trans
mits it as API 0 EN OUT H. 

I 
One of four possible sigrals issued by the I/O 
processor indicating tha:t it grants the API 
request at the corresponding level, O. 

I 

System clear signal gen9rated in response to: 
I) Power on or off; 2) ICAF instruction; 3) 
I/O RESET key; a I mijz, 2So-ns pulse. 

I 

Six device and two subqevice select lines de
coded from lOT jnstru~ion bits 6-13. 

I 
I 
I 

Micro-programmable c<lntrol signal; part of 
an lOT instruction-specified operation within a 
device. Decoded from ?it 17 of the lOT. 

Same as lOP I H. Deco~ed from bit 16 of the 
lOT. ' 

I 
Same as lOP I H, and IV is also issued during 
an out-going single-cycl~ transfer. Decoded 
from bit 15 of the lOT" 

Eighteen data lines which constitute the bi
directional facility for transferring data in 
bytes of up to 18 bits l1etween the device and 
either the CPU or memrry. 

Fifteen lines which constitute an input bus for 
devices which must deliver address data to the 
I/O processor. i 

Indicates when a device wants to carry out a 
single-cycle data transfer to memory. 

I 

Signal Function 

Each device can post a DCH request only if the 
incoming DCH EN level is true. By posting a re
quest, the device immediately inhibits all con
trollers below it on the bus. In this way prior
ities on each level are established when devices 
request simultaneously. 

This signal is used to synchronize device control 
timing such as API RQ to the I/O processor. 

The device uses DCH GR to set ENA which gates 
the memory address onto the I/O ADDR lines of 
the I/O bus. 

Each device can post a request to its API level 
only if the incoming API EN level is true. By 
posting a request, the device immediately inhibits 
all controllers below it on the bus. In this way 
priorities on each level are established when de
vices request simultaneously. 

This device uses this signal to gate the address of 
its API level trap address onto the I/O ADDR 
lines. 

This signal is treated as an initializing signal for 
all devices (controllers) attached to the I/O bus. 
All registers are reset to "initial" status. 

These signals are decoded by the device select 
logic in the controller, which responds to its 
unique code only. 

Used for I/O skip instructions to test a device flag 
or other control function. Cannot be used to 
read a device buffer register. 

Usually used to effect a transfer of data from a 
selected device to the processor or memory, or 
to clear a device register, but may be used for 
other control functions. May not be used to 
determine a skip. 

Usually used to effect transfer of data from the 
CPU of memory to the device, or for control. 
May not be used to determine a skip condition 
or to effect a transfer of data from a selected 
device to the CPU. 

These data lines (I/O BUS 00 L - I/O BUS 17 L) 
convey data between the AC of the CPU and a 
selected device information buffer register or, 
the bus buffer of the I/O processor and a selected 
device buffer register during data channel operations. 

This address bus has two uses: 
a. To deliver the device's API trap address during 

its API break. 
b. To deliver the device's word count address 

during a muiti-cycie DCH transfer, an increment 
memory operation, add to memory, or single
cycle break. 

The device uses this line to request froni the I/O 
processor a single-cycle transfer. If a DCH RQ L 
signal is sent with it, the I/O processor responds 
to an input (to computer) transfer; otherwise, it 
determines an output transfer. 

Signal. Signal Connector 
Number M""monic Pin Number 

51 OCH 2BS2 
RQL 

\ 

52 API 0 2BHI 
RQL 

53 PROG 2ALl 
INTRQL 

54 SKIP 2AJI 
RQL 

55 RD 2API 
STATUSH 

56 SD 1 H 2AV2 

, 

Table 44 (Cont) 
Single-Cycle Data Channel Interface 

Signal Definition 

A signal from a device to the I/O processor, 
when posted with a single cycle request, shows 
that an input transfer must be effected. 

One of four API request signals on channels 
0-3. This signal is set by the device at I/O 
SYNC time. 

This signal can cause the program to trap to lo-
cation 000000 when no higher priority action is 
in progress. The instruction resident in location 
000001 is fetched and executed. 

The return' of the signal to the I/O processor 
during lOP I indicates that an lOT instruction 
test for a skip condition has been satisfied: 
The PC is subsequently incremented by one. 

A signal issued when the CPU issues an 10RS 
instruction or when the console switch is 
placed on I/O STATUS. 

Same as Soo H - Decoded from bit 13 of the 
lOT. 

\ 

, 

( 
Signal Function 

This signal is interpreted by the I/O processor in 
this way: if a single-cycle request (SING CY RQ L) 
is posted, then it and DtH RQ L are ANDed to 
inform the I/O processor that a transfer into memo 
ory is to be effected insingle-cycle mode; otherwise, 
tite I/O "rocessor assumes an outgoing single-cycle 
transfer is required. 

.The device uses this signal to inform the I/O 
processor of its request for service on API priority 
level 0, the highest of tite four. 

A device delivers this level to the I/O proces.sor 
to request interruption of the program in progress 
in order that the device be serviced. 

Used by a device to inform. the program of the 
state of its interrupt flag. 

Used by the device to g~te its status onto the 
I/O bus data lineS (one line per status bit) which 
is then read into the AC of the CPU. 

Same as SDO H. 
, 

, 
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2.5 1\ / 0 

SING CY RQ L , 0 • \ 
0 2.5 • DCH RQ L 1 0 '" @;\\ DCJ 

1 2.5 
I CD~ GR H 0 0 

NORMAL MODE 1 2.5 

BU~ST MODE' 0 BURST MODE / / r / NORMA~ MODE 
0 

I 

CLBAR 0 2.5 

~ FL1G L I 0 
I 1 2.5 

W I' DCH ENA 0 0 1\ \\ \\ I 
0 2.5 AD~RESS 

\-U \~ \~ " 

ACrPTEO 1 0 

DAA 0 25 

~ AC EPTED , 0 

i --l IMHZ I-- MAX RATE I 

I 

* NOTE THESE TIMES FOR REFERENCE ONLY 
15-0092 

Figure 4-13a Timing Diagram for Singie-Cycle Device in 
Normal Mode 

POLARITY 

SINGLE CYCLE ASYNCHRONO~S TIMING FOR AN OUTPUT TRANSFER FROM COMPUTER iNORMAL MODE) SIGNAL SIGNAL a 
NUMBER NAME VOLTAGE 
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I ~ 3 J.ls -I- '" 3)l.s * -I 

2 lIO SYNC H 0 0 I 

I , 2.5 
/11111111111 ..t I 

I C 
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(..II 
0 2.5 

I "i 50 SING CY , 0 RQ L 7 I I , 2.5 
\ 3 DCH GR H 0 0 

CLEAR 0 2.5 \ \ \ \ 
FLAG L 

\~ I J ~ J , 0 
1/ 1 2.5 

DCH ENA 'lH1 0 0 
/ / ADDRESS 0 2.5 

ACCEPTEOL U- IJI' 1 0 , 2.5 ! ~STROBE 
'6 IOP4H 0 0 

STROBE DATA HERE --ooj I DATA HERE----I I 
MODE I NORMAL I 

I !ef- MAX RATE 333 KHZ -, 
SINGLE CYCLE ASYNCHRONOUS TIMING FOR INPUT TRANSFER TO COMPUTER (NORMAL MODE) 

i 
I 

f::f 3,IJ S *------IIoj , 2.5 ~ 
Jli:l 3.JJSr- 1; 2 1110 SYNC H 0 0 I 

I 
I 

" I I 2.5 
DCH FLAG 0 0 ~I1I1LV ~ III~ r 0 2.5 A", 

50 SING C Y , 0 N ..."'i ('" )f! 
RQ L V V 0 2.5 

~ \"'1 5' DCH RQ L , 0 '" v:;\\ , 2.5 V 
3 DCH GR H 0 0 I r 7\ CLEAR 0 2.5 1 

FLAG L 
a \ ~, .~ l) 

, 
, 2.5 

DCH ENA 0 0 
'¥ I I~ ~ 

ADDRESS 0 2.5 1\ 1\ 
ACCEPTED I 

\~ \~ , 0 
DATA I 

0 2.5 
ACCEPTED 

0 I "IJ -U , 
MODE i NORMAL I 

--r MtX RATE 333KHZ I+-
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* NOTE THESE TIMES FOR REFEfENCE ONLY 

Figure 4-13b Sin'gie-Cycle Asychronous Timing 
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4.3 SYSTEM PRIORITY STRUCTURES 

There are three classes of priorities within the PDP-IS 
system: 

a. Class 1 is established if the I/O processor and 
the central processor simultaneously request 
a memory cycle. Under this condition, the 
I/O processor is served first; this is necessary 
to prevent the CPU from shutting out the I/O. 

b. Class 2 occurs within the I/O processor itself. 
The five' subsystems which use the I/O pro
cessor, the data channel, real time clock, API, 
PI and lOT instructions, are ordered from data 
channel to lOT. 

Classes 1 and 2 are discussed in more detail in 
the PDP-IS System Reference Manual and the 
User's Handbook. 

c. Class 3 is the priority structure associated with 
devices on the I/O bus which use the data 
channel or the API. 

There are four API levels, with three associated control 
signals (API RQ, API EN and API GR); they are 
ordered from the highest level 0 to the lowest level 3. 
Any device of a higher level not only takes priority 
over another of a lower level,but actively interrupts 
that level during its service routine (see User's Hand
book), thus making nested interrupts possible. 

! 
+ 2.5V 

PDP-!5 

API 1 EN 

MI04 
EN IN 

EN OUT 

{

APIOEN 

fTH'S CAN BE ANY ONE OF 5 LINES API 2 EN 
AP J 3 EN 
DCH EN 

Lr; O~EQl 

L FLAG! II H 

DEVICE #' 1 

Each API level can have up to eight devices using it, 
although the system software allots only 28 memory 
locations for this function. If any two devices on 
the same level request interrupts simultaneously, the 
device closest to the computer on the I/O bus is 
serviced first. Figure 4-14 illustrates this process. If 
device #1 and the device #2 post REQ flags together, 
the API 0 EN level (for example) to device #2 is dis
abled by the REQ flag of device #1 through the AND 
gate of its M 1 04 Multiplexer. The disabled API 0 EN 
flag grounds the direct clear of the REQ flip-flop in 
device #2, and inhibits it until the API of device #1 
is serviced. 

If any device in the chain does not use' API or data 
channel, the respective ENABLE lines must be jumped 
from the input to the output cable. 

The data channel devices operate the same way on 
only one ENABLE line. Up to eight devices can use 
the data channel, four of which can be multi-cycle 
devices and eight can be single-cycle devices. The re
striction on cycle devices is a software constraint ex
plained in Chapter 6. Because of the priority scheme 
on the data channel, latency sensitive devices should 
be placed closest to the I/O processor. 

MI04 

EN IN 
EN OUT EN IN EN OUT ~ ..... 

.~ 
v TO NEXT 

DEVICE 

L FLAG!1I H 

DEVICE#2 DEVICE #3 

Figure 4-14 
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4.4 SUMMARY OF I/O BUS FUNCTIONS 

( 
Table 4-5 de.scribes I/O Bus signals and their functions. 

Table 4-5 
Summary of I/O Bus Signal Functions 

Signal Connector Signal Definition Signal Function 
Mnemonic Pin Number 

APia 2BLl This enable signal, one of four in the API system, Each device can post a request to its API 
ENH is a de level originating in the I/O processor and level only if the incoming API EN level is true. 

daisy chained from device to device on the same By posting a request the device immediately 
leveL The MI0410gic in each controller can inhibits all controllers below it on the bus. 
interrupt this level, cutting the level off all de- In this way priorities on each level are es· 
vices that follow it on the bus. A device receives tablished when devices request simultaneously. 
it as APIa EN IN H and transmits it as APIa EN 
OUT H. 

API I 2BSI Same as APIa EN H Same as APIa EN H 
ENH 

API 2 2BH2 Same as APIa EN H Same as APIa EN H 
ENH 

API 3 2BP2 Same as APIa EN H Same as APIa EN H 
ENH 

APIa 2BJI One of four possible signals issued by the I/O The device uses this signal to gate the address of 
GRH processor indicating that it grants the API re- its API level trap address onto the I/O ADDR 

quest at the corresponding leveL lines. 

API I 2BPI Same as APIa GR H Same as APIa GR H 
GRH 

API 2 2BE2 Same as APIa GR H Same as APIa GR H 
GRH 

API 3 2BM2 Same as APIa GR H Same as APIa GR H 
GRH 

( 
APIa 2BHI One of four API request signals on channels The device uses this signal to inform the I/O 
RQL 0-3. This signal is set by the device at I/O processor of its request for API priority level 0, 

SYNC time. the highest of the four. 

API I 2BMI Same as APIa RQ L Req uest API priority level 1. 
RQL 

API 2 2BD2 Same as APIa RQ L Request API priority level 2. 
RQL 

API 3 2BK2 Same as APIa RQ L Request API priority level 3. 
RQL 

DATA IBD! This signal is gated onto the bus by the I/O This signal is used by the device to notify it 
OFLOH processor during the third cycle of an add- when an incorrect sum occurs, because of 

to-memory operation when the sum (1 's overflow during an add-ta-memory operation. 
complement) of two like-signed numbers 
has an opposite sign. 

DCH 2BV2 This enable signal is a de level originating Each device can post a DCH req uest only if 
ENH at the I/O processor and daisy chained from the incoming DCH EN level is true. By post-

device to device. The M 104 logic in each de- ing a request, the device immediately inhibits 
vice can interrupt this level, cutting the level all controllers below it on the bus. In this way 
off all devices that follow on the bus. A de- priorities are established when devices req uest 
vice receives it as DCH EN IN H and transmits simultaneously. 
it as DCH EN OUT H. 

DCH 2BT2 Issued by the I/O processor when it acknowl- The device uses DCH G R to gate the address of 
GRH edges a device's DCH RQ L. its word count onto the I/O ADDR for 3-cyc\e 

transfers and gates memory address during l-cycle 
transfers. 

DCH 2BS2 A signal from a device to the I/O processor This signal is interpreted by the I/O processor in 
RQL indicating either a request for a multi-cycle in two ways: 

data channel transfer or, when posted with a If it is present without a single-cycle request, 
single-cycle request, showing that an input it implies that some device wants to carry out 

( 
transfer must be effected. The table below a multi-cycle transfer, an increment memory, 
shows how the two functions relate. or add to memory . 
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Table 4-5 (Cont) 
Summm:y of I/O' Bus Signal Fun~tions 

Signal Connectl" 
Mnemonic Pin Number Signal Definition Signal Function 

riCH SING FUNGTION If a single-cycle request is also posted, then 
ItQ L CYRQL the two signals are ANDed to infortT) the I/O 

0 0 proce.ssor that a single-cycIe transfer into 

0 I Single.cycle memory is to be effected. OthelWise, the I/O 

Transfer Out processor assuines an o\ltgoing single-cycIe 
transfer is required. 

I 0 Multi.cycle 
Transfer (In 
or'Out) 

I I Single.cyde 
Transfllr In 

DSOH 2AD2 The first of six device select lines decoded from This signal together with DS I - DSS is decoded 
bit 6 of the lOT instruction. by the device select logic in the controller, which 

'. re.pon~s to its unique code only. 

DSIH 2AE2 The second of the six device select lines. See DSO H 

DS2H 2Al!2 The third of the six <levice select lineS. See DSO H 

DS3 H 2AK2 The fourth of the. six device select lines, See PSO H 

DS4H 2AM2 The fifth of six device select lines. See DSO If 

DSS H 2AP2 The sixth of six device select lines. See DSO H 

INC 2BDI . Forces the I/O processor to increment the This feature allows a device to increment memory 
MBL contents of the memory location specified locations in one cycle without disturbing the CPU. 

by the IS-\;>it address lines on tlie I/O bus. 

( I/OADDR ISHI One of fifteen lines wliieh constitute an input This address bus has two uses: 
03 L 1;>1.IS for devices wliich must deliver adllress Q. To deliver the device's API traP address 

data to the processors. during its API break. 

b. To deliver the device's word count address 
<luring a multi-cycle DCH transfer, an -incre-
ment -memory operation, or to add to mem-
pry. To deliver an absolute address during 

. sinsle-cycIe transfers. 

I/OADDR IBH Similar to I/O ADDR 03 L Similar to I/O ADOR 03 L 
04L 

I/OADDR IBlI Similar to I/O ADDR 03 L Similar to I/O ADDR 03 L 
05 L 

I/OADDR IBMI Similar to I/O APDR 03 L Similar to I/O ADDR 03 L 
06 L 

I/OADDR IBPI Similar to I/O ADDR. 03 L Similar to I/O AODR O~ L 
07 L 

I/OADOR IBSI Similar to I/O ADDR 03 L Similar to I/O AODR 03 L ., 

08 L 

I/OADDR IBD2. Similar to I/O ADDR 03 L Similar to I/O ADDR 03 L 
09 L 

I/OADDR IBE2 Similar to I/O ADDR 03 L Similar to I/O ADDR 03 L 
10L 

I/OADDR IBHZ Similar to I/O ADDR 03 L Similar to I/O APDR 03 L 
IlL 

I/OADDR IBK2 Similar tii I/O ADDR 03 L Similar to I/O ADDR 03 L 
12 L 

I/OADDR IBM2 Similar to I/O ADDR 03 L Similar to I/O ADDR 03 L 
I3L 

( 
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Signal Connector 
Mnemonic Pin Number 

I/OADDR IBP2 .. 

14 L 

I/OADDR IBS2 
15 L 

I/OADDR IBT2 
16 L 

I/OADDR IBV2 
17L 

I/O BUS IABI 
OOL 

,. 

I/O BUS IADI 
01 L 

I/O BUS IAEI 
02 L 

I/O BUS IAHI, 
03L 

I/OBUS IAJI 
04L 

I/O BUS IALI 
" 

05 L 

I/O BUS • IAMI' 
06 L 

I/O BUS lAP! 
07 L 

I/O BUS IASI 
08 L 

I/O BUS IAD2 
09 L 

I/O BUS IAE2 
10L 

I/O BUS IAH2 
II L 

I/O BUS IA'K2 
12 L 

I/O BUS lAM2 
13 L 

I/O BUS IAP2 
14 L 

I/O BUS lAS2 
15 L 

I/O BUS tATI 
16 L 

I/O BUS IAB2 
17 L 
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Summary of I/O Bus Signal Functions 

" 

Signal Definition 

Similar to I/O ADDR 03 L . 

Similar to I/O ADDR03 L 

Similar to I/O ADDR 03" L 

Similar to I/O ADDR 03 L 

i 
., 

The first of 18 data lines which constitute· 
the bidirectional facility for transferring 
data in.bytes of up to 18 bits between the 
device amI either the CPU or memory, This 
is the. MSB, 

Data line two 

Data line three 

Data line four 

'. 

Data line five 

Data line six 

Data line seven 

. Data line eight 

I' 
Data line nine 

Data line ten 

Da ta line eleven 

Data iine twelve 

Data Hne thirteen 

oata liJie fourteen 

Oita line fifteen 

Data line sixteen 

Data line seventeen 

Data line eighteen 
This is the LSB 

( 

Sitinal Function 

Similartol/Ci ADDR 03 L 

Similar.to I/O ADDR 03 L 

Similar to I/O ADDR 03 L 

Similar to I/O ADDR 03 L 

These data lines (I/O BUS 00 L through I/O 
BUS 17 L) convey data between 

a. The AC of the CPU and a selected device 
information buffer register or 

b.' the bus buffer of the I/O processor arid 
a selected device buffer register during 
data channel operations. 

See I/O BUS OOL . 

See I/O BUS 00 L 

See I/O BUS 00 L 

See I/O BUS 00 L ( 
See I/O BUS 00 L 

See I/O BUS 00 L 

See I/O BUS 00 I 

See I/O BUS '00 L 

See I/O BUS 00 L 

See I/O BUS 00 L 

See I/O BUS 00 L 

See I/O BUS 00 L 

See I/O BUS 00 L 

See I/O BUS 00 L 

. See I/O BUS·ooL 

See I/O \iUS 00 L 

See I/O. BUS 00 L ( 
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Signal Connector 

Mnem()n~ Pin Numbllr 

I/OOFLO IBEI 
H 

lOP I H 2ADI 

IOP2H 2AEI 

IOP4H 2AHI 

I/OPWR 2ASI 
CLRH 

I/O RUN 2BBI 

( 
H 

110 SYNC 2ABI 
H 

PROG JALI 
INTRQL 

RD 2AMI 
RQL 

RD 2API 
STATUSH 

SDOH 2AT2 

SOl H 2AV2 

SING(::Y 2AS2 
RQL 

SKIP 2AJI 
RQL 

WR 2BBI 
RQL 

+1 ... 2BEI 
CAINHL 

Table 4-5 (Cont) 
Summary of I/O Bus Signal FunctiQns 

Signal Defmition 

This signal is issued during the first cycle of a 
multi .. cyde data channel transfer or an incre-
ment memory cyole, if the content (2'8 com-
plement of tne word count assigned tne 
currently active data channel device beL"Omes 
zero when incremented. 

Microprogrammabie control signal part of an 
lOT instruction-specified operation within a 
device. Decoded from bit 17 of the lOT. 

Same as lOP 1 H and it is also issued during 
a multi-cycle data channel transfer into'mem-
ory. Decoded from bit 16 of the lOT, 

Same as lOP I H and it .is also issul;!d during 
a multi- or single-cyc1e data channel transfer 
out of memory. Decoded from bit 15 of the 
lOT. 

Syst~m clear signal generated in response to: 

I . Pow~r on or off 
2. CAF instruction 
3. I/O RESET key 

I mHz, 250-ns pulse widtn 

This level becomes high wnen the CPU is 
running. 

The I/O prol'essor clock pulse issued every 
microsec,?nd; 1 mHz, 2S0~ns pulse width. 

This signal can cause the program to trap 
to location 000000. The instruction resident 
In locatipn 000001 is fetched and executed. 

Indicates to the processor that the device is 
sepding it a data word. 

A signal issued wnen tne CPU issues an 10RS 
instruction or when the console switch is 
placed on I/O STATUS. 

The first of two subdevice select lines decoded 
from bit I ~ of the lOT instruction. 

Sam~ as SDO H eXl."Cpt if it is decoded from 
bit 13 of the lOT instruction. 

Indicate~ when a device wants to carry out a 
singJe-cycle data transfer to memory._ 

The return of the signal to the I/O processor 
during 10pl indicates that an lOT instruction 
test for a skip condition has been satisfied. 
The PC is subsequently incremented by one. 

Indicates to the I/O processor that the device 
requires a transfer from memory during a 
muiti-cycle data channel. 

If tne I/O processor sees tnis signal during 
multi-cycle transfers. it inhibits normal incre~ 
menting of the device's assigned current 
address memory location. 

Signal Function 

This signal indicates to the device that the 
specified number of words have been transferred 
at the completion of the transfer in progress. It 
is normally used to tum off the respective device 
and to initiate a progra~ interrupt or API request. 

Used for 1/0 skip instructions to test a device flag 
or other control function. Cannot be used to reaa 
a device buffer register. 

In general, a designer should be wary of using lOP 
pulses for multiple purposes. Never clear and skip 
on a nag, with the same lOT, for example! 

Usually used to effect a transfer of data from a se~ 
lected device to the processor or memory, ·to clear 
a device register. but may be used for other control 
functions. May not be used to determine a skip. 

Usually used to effect transfer of data from the CPU 
or memory to the device or control. May not be 
used to determine a skip ~ondition or to effect a 
transfer of data from a selected device to the CPU. 

This signal is treated as an initializing signal for all 
devices (controllers) attached to tne I/O bus. All 
registers are reset to Uinitial" status. 

Can be used to disable a device if tne CPU stops. 

This signal is used to synchronize device control 
timing such as API RQ and DC H RQ to tne I/O 
processor. 

A device delivers this level to the I/O processor to 
request interruption of the program in progress in 
order that the device be serviced. 

Used by tne device to specify to tne I/O processor 
an input-to-CPU data transfer is required. 

Used by the device to gate its status onto the I/O 
bus data lines (one line per status bit) which is 
then read into tne AC of the CPU. 

This signal and DS I H can be decoded by tne 
device for mode selection. 

Same as SDO H 

The device uses this line to request from the I/O 
processor a single-cycle transfer. If a DCH RQ 
signal is sent with it, then the I/O processor responds 
to an input (to computer) transfer. Otherwise it 
determines an output transfer. 

Used by a device to inform the program of the 
st~te of its interrupt flag. 

The devi<;e uses this signal to inform the I/O pro-
cessor that it wants a word from memory (during 
a multi-cycle data channel transfer). 

This facility is used by such peripherals as 
DECtape and magnetic tape when they 
search for records. It is also useful during 
device checkout. 
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Noise within a digital system can be minimized by 
following simple wiring rules and using good working 
practices .. The following paragraphs detail some of the 
common sources of noise and outline some rules 
which, if followed, will eliminate most problems. 

5.1 WIRING RULES 

DEC uses.both fast and slow TTL logic in its modules. 
The slow 74-series modules have typical rise and fall 
times of under 8 ns. The high speed 74H-series gates 
show typical rise and fall times of under 5 ns. At the 
frequencies contained in these edges, the effects of in
ductance, mutual inductance, and capacitance as well 
as transmission line properties of the wiring become 
effective. Noise is generated on single lines by ring
ing during a rising or falling edge, and between lines 
through the coupling of mutual inductance and ca
pacitance. Unwanted pulses generated by ringing and 
crosstalk can endanger input gates if they exceed the 
allowable input of 5.5V (Zener breakdown), or false
ly trigger gates and flip-flops if they reach the thresh
old or band X region between n.sv and 2.0V. 

5.1.1 Single Line Waveform Degradations 

The ringing problem in a single line can be reduced if 
the line is shortened or the loading is increased since a 
line with only a single load is more susceptible to ring
ing problems than one which is fully loaded. Further, 
a short line which has less inductance and capacitance 
is less vulnerable to ringing than a longer line. If it is 
impossible to shorten a line which has a noise problem, 
then it should be considered a transmission line and 
properly terminated. Table 5-1 shows recommended 
wire lengths for fast and slow gates under single and 
full load. 

CHAPTER 5 
WIRING PRACTICES 

5.1.2 Termination Technique 

When lines longer than the lengths recommended in 
Table 5-1 must be used, they should be terminated to 
ensure clean transitions and fast settling times. Figure 
5-1 shows one way that this can be done. To handle 
the current drain of the termination and gate loading, 
a module which uses a 74H40 gate or equivalent which 
will drive 60 rnA in the 0 state, is suggested. This mod
ule has 10 ns rise and fall times, and a very low high
state output impedance. 

The line can be terminated with a 120n resistor to 
+5V and a ISOn to ground (Figure 5-1). The 120n 
resistor to +5V draws at a maximum of 44 rnA, and 
the Ison resistor to ground does not allow the 120n 
resistor to pull the high-state line potential any more 
than +3V. The gate does not have to supply any cur
rent to the resistors during its high-state. Even when 
terminated, 36 in. is the recommended maximum 
length of a wire with either fast or slow gates. 

Gate loading in this scheme is limited to 10 units for 
reasons shown below. 

Table 5-1 
Recommended Maximum Wiring Lengths 

With Single Wires 

Maximum Line Lengths 
TIL Series Gates 1 Unit Load Max Unit Load 

74 Series (Slow) 21 in. 26 in. 

74 Series (Fast) 11 in. IS in. 
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10 unit load = 1.6 rnA max drain x 10 = 16 rnA 

Standard l20n ±5% resister 

74H40 = 60 rnA drive at OV 

5V/114 = 44 rnA 

Total = 60 rnA 

74H40 

+5V 

120 
:!:5% 

10 
D-----...... ----~Cl UN IT 

LOAD 
180 
:!:5% 

15 -0082 

talk noise in digital systems. This phenomenon varies 
with the high and low speed gates, the frequencies at 
which the gates are operating, the length of the wires 
involved, and even the relative positions of drivers and 
receivers. Crosstalk occurs as a result of coupling be
tween parallel lines through their mutual inductance 
and capacitance. The coupling and noise injected from 
active to quiescent circuits increases as lines run par
allel to each other over greater distances. Those gates 
which are faster respond to a great{)r bandwidth of 
noise and so are more vulnerable. Higher signal fre
quencies couple more readily than lower frequencies; 
and the relative position of the driver to the receiver 
on either line affects the magnitude of crosstalk. If 
both receivers and drivers of the two circuits are at the 
same end of the lines, as shown in Figure 5-2a, then 
capacitive and inductive crosstalk components cancel, 
and one becomes dominant. Alternatively; if the 
drivers and receivers oppose each other as in Figure 
5-2b, then the components add, and the situation is 
more precarious. 

Figure 5-1 Terminating Long Wires 

It is good engineering practice to examine every signal 
in a system for possible waveform degredations. 

5.1.3 Crosstalk in Parallel Logic Lines 

The present trend toward fast transition times and 
densely packed wiring adds to the probability of cross-

DRIVER 

DRIVER 

I 
I DRIVER c-.L-

-T-
I 
I 

RECEIVER 

Another variable to consider is the state of the quies
cent or receiving circuit. Since the output impedance 
of the driving circuits is different for each state, it 
would be expected that crosstalk would also vary. 
Table 5-2 summarizes the recommended limits of par
allel line lengths for digital circuits under the condi
tions outlined above. The effect of loading is also 
considered. 

RECEIVER 
M 

1-:":'-"-;' 
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Figure S-2a 
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Figure 5-2b 

Figure 5-2 Capacitance and Inductive Crosstalk Components 
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Table 5-2 
Parallel Line Length Limits 

Limitations (Inches) 

Noise Sensitivity Environment 
Loading 

Slow Gates Fast Gates 
in Units 

Zener Breakdown Danger (1,2) Freq < 100 kHz min 36 IS 
max >36 >36 

Freq 1 mHz min 33 6 
max >36 14 

Noise Injection to "Band X" Lines running min IS >36 
Region (3) same direction max 

-'-
>36 , >36 

Quiescent Line (High) (4) Lines running min, 5 5 
opposite direction max 5 5 

Noise Injection to "Band X" Lines running 
., 

Region - Quiescent Line (Low) same direction min 21 9 

Lines running 
opposite direction min 12 6 

Average of both max 26 10 
directions 

(1) Zener Breakdown Endangerment is the potential breakdown of a receiver gate input diode 
when the reverse voltage at the input is greater than 5.5V. Induced noise reaching this 
potential results in the same endangerment. 

(2) The noise generated when endangering Zener breakdown is frequency sensitive and not 
lint<-reversing sensitive. . , 

(3) "Band X" Region is the voltage range between a high state and a low state at which the 
threshold level can be situated at any point in this range. The specification range is be
tween O.SV and 2.0V. 

(4) The quiescent line is the line that the noise isinduced on. The (low) or (high) designates 
its static level. 

5.2 PROPERTIES OF #30 AWG WIRE operation. The following system is recommended 
when the H900 Mounting Panel series is used. 

The propogation delay of typical #30 A WG wiring 
(used extensively in DEC systems) is 1.5 ns/ft (4,5 
ns/m). Typicalwiring has a characteristic impedance 
of 120[2 and TTL voltage transitions are 2.5 to 4.0V 
in amplitude, so that the current available at the end 
of the wire for rising waveforms is20 to 30 rnA until 
reflections propogate, regardless of the source current 
available. 

a. Bus the ground pins C2, Tl in each module 
row with 933 horizontal bussing strip. 

b. Bus the power pins A2 in each module with 
the same type of strip. 

C. Tie the ground bus strips to chassis ground 
5.3 THE GROUND SYSTEM about every 2 in., using solid wire with spa

ghetti insulation. 
5.3.1 DC Ground System 

A good dc ground system is essential to reliable logic 
d. Wirewrap all grounded pins togeth~r for each 

vertical module row. 
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This ground mesh will form a stable box for satisfac
tory logic performance. Figure 5-3 illustrates the sys
tem. 

Figure 5-3 The Ground System 

5.3.2 AC Ground System 

To keep electrical noise anr:l potential differences un
der control, the following ground system is recom
mended although other grounding methods may prove 
adequate. 

When two cabinets are joined together, they shoul4 be 
bonded together electrically by running a #4 gage con
ductor or several copper mesh straps between the two 
cabinets. Ordinary stranded #4 gage wire is adequate 
for this purpose, although #4 gage welding cable (ex
tra flexible stranding) may be preferred by some. 

Upon instaila.tion, the purchaser should supply a good 
earth ground connection to the central processor 
through #4 gage copper wire or equivalent. In gen
eral, an adequate earth ground is provided by a steel 
beam of a building frame or a hrrge water pipe. Aux
iliary units such as the line printer and card reader 
should be grounded to their associated control cabi
nets with #4 gage copper wire (#6 wire can be used in 
this case.if desired). 

The' type of the earth . ground necessary depends on 
the use of the system. A system involving a digital
analog interface usually requires that the digital sys
tem ground be connected to the analog system ground 
at a single point, often at the analog-digital interface. 
A good ground connection is usually required in these 
cases. In small systems where no analog interface is 
involved, the grounding provided by a large electrical 
conduit may be adequate, although electrical conduit 
systems often are connected together poorly in terms 
of a low resistance path to ground. In large systems, 
additional connections to earth ground may also be 
advisable. All of these ground connections are addi
tions to (not substitutes for) the ground leads carried 
along through the various signal buses (memory, 1/0 
multiplexer and channel) and the ground conductors 
contained in the power (main) cables. The green wire 
in the power cable must also be returned to ground, 
usually through the conduit of the electrical distribu
tion system. 

In general, ground conductors should follow the path 
of the data buses through the system (i.e., in parallel 
to the memory buses, the 1/0 bus, the, channel bus, 
etc.), see Figure 5-4. 

ADDITIONAL 
PERIPHERAL 
UNITS 

Figure 5-4 Typical Ground Mesh System 
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5.4 CABLES IN DIGITAL SYSTEMS 

The wiring rules of the previous section restrict single 
wires to 36 in., when terminated, and certain parallel 
runs to only S in. Signals to be transmitted 7S ft 
down the PDP-IS bus, a set of parallel lines and there
fore subject to all of the problems inherent in such 
wires, present a special problem. 

It is possible to construct a cable which will allow 
pulses to travel 7S ft at 1 mHz, yet not interfere with 
neighboring lines. This is done by establishing a tac
tical geometry of wire~ within the cable to isolate sen
sitive signals from critical transitions and setting up 
twisted pair alternate grounding. It uses special,insu
lation, well designed drivers and receivers, and, finally, 
termination techniques. 

5.4.1 The PDP-IS Positive I/O Bus Cable 

There are three types of cable assemblies which can be 
used on a PDP-IS system. The positive cable, called 
the BC09B, is designed to run between PDP-IS posi
tive logic devices. The other two, the BC09A and 
BC09C are used when negative logic PDP-9 peripherals 
are connected to the system. In' this section, the 
BC09B will be described. Chapter 6 describes the uses 
of all three. 

S.4.1.1 Cable Geometry - The BC09B cable (the 
same· cable as the BC09A and BC09C assemblies use) 
contains 36 pairs of twisted wires, each with a charac
teristic impedance of 68Q.. The wires are distributed . 
in three concentric layers shown in Figure S-S. The 
inside layer A contains 6 pairs, the middle layer B, 12 
pairs, and the outer layer C, 18 pairs. Each layer is 
twisted independently around the center core of the 
cable. Layers A and B are twisted to the right, and 
layer C to the left. 

Figure S-S Wire Distribution 

The PDP-IS I/O bus .consists of two of these cables 
terminated at either end by .one set of double-height 
double sided cards. The signals are distributed in the 
two cables in the following manner. 

LAYER A 

LAYERB 

LAYERC 

LAYER A 

LAYERB 

LAYER.C 

CABLE 1 

I/O SYNC H, lOP 1 H, IOP2 H, IOP4 H, 
SKIP RQ L, PROG INT RQ L. 
DSO H ~ DSS H, SDO H, SDl H, RD 
RQ L, RD STATUS H, I/O PWR CLR 
H, SING CY RQ L. 

I/O BUS 00 L - I/O BUS 17 L 

CABLE 2 

WRRQ L,INC MBL,+ l-+CAINH L, 
API 0 RQ L,API 0 GRH, API 0 ENH 

API 1 RQ L, API 1 GR H, API lEN H, 
API 2 RQ L, API 2 GR H, API 2 EN H, 
API 3 RQ L, API 3 GR H, API 3 EN H, 
DCH RQ L, DCH GR H, DCH EN H. 

I/O RUN H, I/O OFLO H, DATA 
OFLO H, I/O ADDR 03 L - I/O 
ADDR 17 L. 

With this' distribution of signals in the two cables, the 
maximum 'amount of crosstalk picked up under nor~ 
mal operating conditiqns in any given wire is .4SV, 
with an average of about .22V. The cable is described 
in more detail in Chapter 6. 

5.4.1.2 Cable Connections and Terminations - Each 
device on the PDP-IS I/O bus (positive) has an input 
and an output cable. The two cards must be placed 
next to each other and short wires run horizontally to 
connect the output pins to the input pins (all except 
the ENABLE signals that are being used). For the pos
itive bus, the last device on the line should replace its 
putput receptacle with a 68Q. Terminator Card, Type 
M909. 

5.4.1.3 Cable Drivers and Receivers - Signals are driv
en down the PDP-IS I/b bus by specially designed 
type M622 modules, and are received by high input 
impedance type MSI 0 modules. The specifications for 
each are given in Chapter 2. 
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When DEC logic is not used in the interface, it is im
portaht that the drivers and receivers used match the 
specifications of the M622and M51 0 modules. 

5.5 GENERAL WIRE INFORMATION 

5.5.1 Wire Types 

The selection of the correct wire type is the primary 
requirement for a properly made connection. There 
are two basic types of insulated wire used at Digital. 

Solid wire consists of a single copper conductor, usu
ally plated with a coating of nickel, silver, or tin. Solid 
wire is easy to use because it is easy to strip, form, and 
it stays in place once' formed. Its disadvantages are 
that it breaks easily if bent sharply or if subject to 
constant flexing or vibration. Solid wire, therefore, 
should be used only on fixed panels or assemblies, and 
never used in cables or to connect two different assem
blies which may move or vibrate with respect to each 
other. 

Stranded wire consists of a series of small solid wires 
twisted together. There are seven or nineteen separate 
conductors in a typical stranded wire. It has the advan-, 
tage of being very flexible and difficult to break and, 
therefore, is ideal for cables, patch cords, and for mak
ing connections between moving assemblies. Stranded 
wire's disadvantages are that it requires more ties and 
clamps to hold the wire in place and more care in hand
ling, as the strands may become spread. 

5.5.2 Wire Insulation 

There are three basic types of insulation used at 
Digital: PVC (poly-vynal-chloride), TEF (teflon, type 
E) and KYNAR. 

PVC is a rubber-like compound with fa.ir mecha.nical 
strength, low cost and excellent stripping characteris
tics. The major disadvantage of PVC is that it melts 
easily and tends to draw from the heat source. For 
these reasons, PVC should never be used in a soldered 
connection. 

Teflon is a greasy feeling plastic compound with good 
mechanical properties, fair stripping characteristics, 
and excellent resistance to heat. Its major disadvan
tages are low cut-through resistance and a tendency to 
cold-flow. For these reasons, teflon is preferred for 
soldered connections, but care must be exercised so 
that it is not pulled tightly across sharp edges. The 
cold-flow characteristic will cause the insulation to 
move away from the point of pressure. Careless rout
ing of teflon wire may result in exposed conductors 
after an indeterminant period of time. 

KYNAR is a plastic-like compound with good' me
chanical properties, average stripping characteristics, 
and good resistance to heat. It has much higher resist
ance to cut-through than teflon and doesn't cold-flow. 
KYNAR must be used where wires may be pulled over 
sharp edges (i.e., hand wire-wrap). 

The qualities of these types of insulation are summa
rized in Table 5-3. 

Table 5-3 
Properties of Insulation Types 

Property PVC Teflon KYNAR 

Resistance to Soldering Temperature Poor Excellent Good 

Mechanical Strength Fair Good Good 

Resistance to Cut-Through Average Poor Good 

Resistance to Cold-Flow Average Poor Good 

Ease bfStripping Excellent Fair Average 
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( 5.5.3 Wire Insnlation Stripping 

The correct stripping of insulation is one of the most 
important steps in making an acceptable connection. 
The insulation must be completely removed, yet the 
conductor or conductors must not be nicked or cut. 

Using the proper tools makes stripping insulation rela
tively easy. Diagonal cutters or knives are not the 
proper tools. The use of either of these tools will 
usually result in a damaged conductor. 

The correct tool to use is a wirestripper. There are 
two preferred types available. One type has a fixed 
adjustment with a different size opening for each wire 
size (see Figure 5-6). It is virtually impossible to nick 

Figure 5-6 Non Adjustable Wire Stripper 

ACCEPTABLE ---

ACCEPTABLE -

the conductor if the proper size opening is used. The 
second and more common type of wire stripper has 
one opening and an adjustable set screw, see Figure 
5-7. This type of cutter is easy touse but requires 
constant checking to insure undamaged conductors. 
With either type of tool, it is essential to regularly 
check that the conductor is not being nicked. This is 
easily done by stripping the wire twice and checking 
the conductor for damage at the first point of strip
ping (see Figure 5-8). 

A properly stripped piece of wire has no nicks, cuts or 
frayed insulation. Under no circumstances can nicks 
reduce the area of a conductor by more than 10%. 
Stranded wire containing 19 conductors may have a 
maximum of 1 broken conductor; stranded wire con
taining 7 conductors may have no broken conductors. 

Figure 5-7 Adjustable Wire Stripper (Use With Caution) 

- REJECT 

-REJECT 

CONDUCTOR IS NICKED BY AN IMPROP
ERLY ADJUSTED WIRE STRIPPER. 

Figure 5-8 Stripping Damage 
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5.5.4 WireI>ata 

The standard wire sizes, colors, and insulation types 
presently used at DEC are given in Table' 5-4. The 
table. contains the AWG (American Wire Gauge) size; 
the DEC part 'number, 'the colors stocked, the number 
of strarids in the stranded types, and the typical use of 
each. Some wire types are available asa twisted pair; 
that is, two different coior wrresof the same size 
wound together. This is very handy for ac-power wir~ 
ing 3.)1d spec:ia:1 uses. Most part numbers have a two 
digit ~umber at th~ end,. 

All hook~up Wire (excluding tWisted pairs) will «arry 
the two digit class code "91 ", the five digit body code 
and a two· digit modifier.' 

The first digit of the modifier designates the base 
color (0 = black, 1 = brown ..... 9 = white), the second 

" 

digit designates the color Of the tracer stripe. Asolid 
colored wire is designated by both. digits being the 
same such as "-.66" since (it is impossible to have a 
blue wire with a blue stripe, etc.). 

Table 5-4 

Digit Color 

0 Black 
1 Brown 
2 Red 
3 Orange. 
4 Yellow 
5 Green 
6 Blue 
7 Violet 
8 Gray 
9 White 

EXAMPLE: 91-07586-92 White Wire 
With a red stripe 

':- "." 

, ' Solid and Stranded Wires . 
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'. '#io. 91-07390-00 

,::,' 

. ":;' '.' .91-07390"22 . 
, '91-07390-66 

.' . "".91007:390-99 . 

,91-07370::00 , 
'91;'{)7370~1l . 

: 91:073'70~22 " 
91-07370-33 
~h07370-44 

91-07370-55 
91-07370-66 

91-07440-04, '. 
91-07440-29 
91-07440-09 
91-07440-03', , 
91-07440-35 . 
91-07440-0K', 

#18 91-07360-00 
91-o7360-U 
91-07360-22' 
91-07360-33 
91-07360-44 
91-07360-55 
91-07360-66 
91-07360-99 

Stranded Wire (Teflon Type 'E'Insulation) 

'Color 

BLK 
RED 
BLU 
WHT 

BLK 
.. . 

BRN 
RED 
ORG 
YEL 
GRN 
BLU 

]JLKtyEL 
'RED/WHT 
BLK/WHT 

,<BLK/ORG 
::'ORGjGRN 

BLK{BUL 

BLK 
,:1'· .' .. 

.' lJRN 
.. J;lliD· 
ORG 
YEL 
GRN' 
'BLU. 
WHT 

Strands 

19 
19 
19 
19 

19 
19 
19 : 

19 
19 
19 
19 

19 
'19 
19 
19 

'i9 
19 

19 
19 

,19 

i9 
19 
19 
19 
19 

, .... 

·.Note 

Twisted Pair 
Twisted Pair 
Twisted Pair 
Twisted Pair 
Twisted Pair 
TWisted Pair 

(i 

( 
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Size Part Number 
91-07430 

#22 91-07350-44 
91-07350-55 
91-07350-66 

" 91-07350-77 
91-07350-90 
91-07350-91 
91-07350-92 
91-07350-93 
91-07350-94 
91-07350-95 
91"07350-96 
91-07350-97 
91-07350-98 

91-07420-40 
91-07420-25 
91-07420-29 
91-07420-84 
91-07420-15 
91"07420-05 
91-07420-21 

( 91-07420-26 
91-07420-39 

#26 ' 91-07636-00 
91-07636-11 
91-07636-22 
91-07636"33 
91-07636-44 
91-07636-55 
91-07636-66 
91-07636-91 
91-07636-92 
91-07636-93 
91-07636-94 
91-07636-95 

91-07678-98 

Size Part Number 

#24 91-07470-10 
91-07470-22 
91-07470-33 
91-07470-44 
91-07470-55 
91c07470-66 
91-07470-99 

( 91-07586A4 

Table 5-4 (Cont) 
Solid and Stranded Wires 

Stranded Wire (Teflon Type 'E' Insulation) 

Color Strands 
RED/WHT 19 

YEL 7 
GRN 7 
BLU 7 
WHTjVIO 7 
WHT /BLK WHT /BLK 7 
BRNWHT/BRN 7 
RED 7 
ORG 7 
YEL 7 
GRN 7 
BLU 7 
VIO 7 
GRY 7 

YEL/BLK 7 
RED/GRN 7 
RED/WHT 7 
GRY/YEL 7 
BRN/GRN 7 
BLK/GRN 7 
RED/BRN 7 
RED/BLU 7 
ORG/WHT ,7 
BLK 7 
BRN 7 
RED 7 
ORG 7 
YEL 7 
GRN 7 
BLU 7 
WHT/BRN 7 
WHTjRED 7 
WHT/ORG 7 
WHT/YEL 7 
WHT/GRN 7 

WHT/GRY 7 

Solid Wire 

Color Insulation 

BLK TEF(E) 
RED TEF(E) 
ORG TEF(E) 
YEL TEF(E) 
GRN TEF(E) 
BLU TEF(E) 
WHT TEF(E) 

YEL !TEF(E) 

-------------
-- ----------

Note 
Twisted Pair 

Twisted Pair 
Twisted Pair 
Twisted Pair 
Twisted Pair 
Twisted Pair 
Twisted Pair 
Twisted Pair 
Twisted Pair 
Twisted Pair 

Twisted Pair 

Note 

Wire Wrap Machine 
Use on1v 50 000 ft drums 
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Size 

c' #26 

#30 
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Table 54 (Cont) 
Solid and Stranded Wires 

StrandedWn-e (Teflon Type 'E' Insulation) 

Part Number Color Insulation Note 

91-07497-09 BLK/WHT TEF(E) Twisted Pair. 

91-07688~S5 GRN" KYNAR ECO's Wire Wrap' 
91-07688-66 BLU KYNAR Hand ,Wrap 
91-07688-99 'WHT KYNAR GNDLugWrap 

Connection 

91-07694-44 YEL KYNAR Wire Wrap Machine 
91-07694-55 GRN ·.KYNAR ECO's Wire Wrap 
91-07694-66 BLU KYNAR . Hand Wrap 
91-07694-99 'WHT KYNAR !=iND Lug Connection 

91-05740-44 ,YEL KYNAR Wire Wrap Hand Machine 
91-05740-55 GRN KYNAR ECO's Wire Wrap 
91-05740-66 BLU KYNAR Machine Wrap Repairs 
91-05740-99 WHT KYNAR GND Lug Connections 

Certain colors have: been assIgned to standard wire ap- . 
plications in all Digital products. They are summa
rized in Table 5-5. 

Table 5-5 
Wire Color and Application Chart 

Use Color Note 

Hot Black' All twisted together 

ACPower} Neutral White with a solid covering 
Cord· Machine Ground Green ----

Intornal } Hot ROd} Twisted Pair 
Machine Neutral White' 
AC Power Machine Ground Black . Also DC Ground 

-"" PDP-8,8/S, 
+ 1 OV Fixed Power Red 

9, 9/L, 10, 
+ 1 OV Marginal Power Orange 

A,B,G,R, >- Ground Black 
SandW 

-1 SV Fixed Power Blue 
Series 

-1 SV Marginal Power Green 
Modules 

,... 
+lSor+30 Orange 
+5 Red, 

8/1,8/L 
-IS Blue 
-30 Green 
Ground Black 

~Auto-Tap Blk&Wht Twisted Pair 

Hand or machine wire.wrap Yellow 

Wire-wrap ground lug connections White 

Wire-wrap ECO's Green 

Wire-Wrap Corrections Blue Done at tim~ of 
wrapping 

( 
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5.6 SOLDERLESS CONNECTIONS 

A solderlessconneqtion is a mechamcaltechnique for' 
fastening a ~e to a post of a lug: Two basic types of 
solderless connections are used at Digital; crimped and 
wire-wrap .. ' Acceptable connections can only be ob- /' 
truned by the correct use of the proper tools. 

5.6.1 Crimped Connections 

'Crimped' connectors come in many sizes and shapes. 
Typical crimped connectors are shown in FigUre 5-9. 

II FASTONI''-,----.~ 

In all thesli: connectors, a metal body is· compressed 
around the conductor. To guarantee a reliable joint it 
is absolutely essential that the proper size wire, con
nector, and tool always be used, see Table 5-6. 

The major caus'e of unreliable crimped connections is 
too loose a crimp. A loose crimp occurs when hand 
tools are used which can be released by the operator 
before the joint is fully made. For this reason, only 
ratchet type or air driven hand tools. should be used. 
Figure 5-10 shows the characteristics of acceptable 
and unacceptable crimped connections; 

-----.. s PLI CEil 

Figure 5-9 Crimped Connectors 

CONDUCTOR EXTEND-' 
ING TOO FAR .INTO 
CONTACT AREA. 

CONDUCTOR VISIBLE 
AND PROPER LENGTH. 

REJECT 

REJECT 

ACCEPTABLE 

I BOTH CONDUCTOR 
END OF CONDUCTOR' "', II: II . AND INSULATION 
MUST BE IN THIS,AREA.'""'---" ______ -,,--VISIBLE. 

Figure 5-10 Acceptable and Unacceptable Crimped Connections 
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Table 5-6 
Wire Size, Connector Type and Tools To Use For Crimped Connections 

Co~nector 
Wire Size 

Screw 
Mfg. Part NUmber DEC Part No. Tool 

Pull Test 
" Type Size (Minimum,Pounds) 

FASTON 
'#10-#14 NA AMP-4150 90-07669 AMP-474 I 7 60 

#18-#22 NA AMP-62025-1 90-06997 AMP-474 I 7 15 

MALE- #10-#14 NA ARC-LESS 90-07925 ARC-LESS 100P1 60 
FEMALE ,300H21A 
ADAPTER 

#10 #10 ARC-LESS 50368 90-07926 
(Yellow) 

#6 ARC-LESS 50325 90-07927 ARC-LESS 100Pt 60 
(Blue) 

RING 
#14 

#10 ARC-LESS 50364 90-07928 
(Blue) 

#6 ARC"LESS50321 90-07929" : 
(Red) " 

#18-#22 
#10 ARC~LESS 50360, 90-07930 ' ARC-LESS 100PI 15 

(Red) , 

SPLICE #18 NA AMP-34071 '" 90-06702 AMP-59250 15 

FLAG #14-#18 NA AMP-60102-2 " 

Stripping length for all connectors above is 1/4 iric:n.~ 

5.6.1.1 Insulating Crimped Connections - In many 
applications it is necessary to place insulation around 
the end of the crimped connection. The most com
monly used insulation is heat-shrinkable spaghetti 
(shrinky). Before putting a 'shrinky' over a crimped 
connection, carefully inspect the joint~ Heat must be 
applied carefully or the 'shrinky' will discolor and 
crack. The correct tool to use is a heat gun made by 

A CCEPTABLE--------

90-0793l AMP-474 I 7 15 

Master Appliance Corp., Model HG 501 Ig. The heat 
gun should be held four to six inches from the work. 

The spaghetti will be fully shrunk in about 4 seconds, 
with the cover on the side of the heat gun fully open. 
Figure 5-11 shows, properly and improperly shrunk 
spaghetti. 

iJECT- I SHRINI<Y" 
POSITIONED IMPROPERLY. 

REJECT- EXCESSIVE 
HEAT USED. 

REJECT- MUtiLATED 
"SHRINKY." 

REJECT- "SHRINKY"LOOSE, 
INSUFFICIENT HEAT USED. 

" Figure 5~11 Properly and ~mproperly Shrunk Spaghetti 
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5.6.1.2 Tool Maintenance - Tool maintenance is very 
important for. insuring properly made crimped con
nections. It is essential to test the quality of the 
crimped joints routinely. All tooling should be check
ed at least monthly or every 10,000 joints, whichever 
occurs first. To test the tooling, crimp four samples 
of each size lug, two on the largest and two on the 
smallest size wire and perform a pull test. All the 
joints must meet the minimum pull test requirement 
which are spelled out in the list in Table 5-6. 

5.6.2 Wire Wrap 

Wire wrapping is used for fairly small (#24 to #30) 
solid wire in repetitive applications. It evolved as the 
only economical way to easily make the large number 
of connections required. in today's computers. 

A wire-wrapped joint is made by tightly wrapping a 
bare conductor around a rectangular post. The post 

, has sharp edges which cut into the wire as it is wrap
ped. In a properly made joint, the pressures at the 
edges of the post are high enough to cause a cold weld 
to take place. For every complete turn around the 
post, four welds are made, one at each corner. In a 
typical joint, the wire makes six full turns and is there
fore fastened to the post at twenty-four places. 

Figure 5-12 illustrates the terminology used in wire 
wrapping. 

"CORNER" OF THE POST. 

THIRD LEVEL WRAP. --_--' 

SECOND LEVEL WRAP.-------

FIRST LEVEL WRAP.-----: 

5.6.2.1 Wire Wrap Requirements 

a. The most important factor in making reliable 
wire-wrap joints is the use of the correct tools. 
Always use the bits and sleeves outlined in 
Table 5-7. 

h. Check the condition of the wire-wrap post 
prior to making the connection. It must meet 
the following requirements: 

(1) No more than a 15° twist. 
(2) No more than 10° from the vertical. 
(3) No solder build-up over .003 inches. 

c. The wrap shall meet the following require
ments: 

(1) 4-1/2 to 6 turns of bare wire for #24 
wire (.031 x .062 post)* 
7 to 9.turns of bare wire for #24, #30 
wire (.025 x .025 post)* 

(2) 1/2 to 2 turns of insulated wire at begin
ning of wrap. 

(3) Spacing between wraps; maximum 1/2 
the stripped wire diameter. 

(4) No overlap of bare wire, one conductor 
on top of another. The first wrap of in
sulated wire may overlap the last turn of 
uninsulated wire in a wrap below. 

(5) The last turn of a third level wrap must 
not extend into the tapered part of the 
post. 

(6) The 'end tail' may not extend more than 
one wire diameter beyond the wrapped 
joint. 

*Number of turns see Table 5"7. 

TAPERED TIP OF POST. 

~-w'wAP OF INSULATION 

WIRE WRAP POST 

THE CONNECTOR BLOCK AND OTHER POSTS HAVE BEEN ELIMINATED FROM THE 
PICTURE FOR CLARITY. 

Figure 5-12 Wire Wrap Terminology 
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d. The wire used shall meet the fQll.owing require
ments: 

(1) Stripped length - See Table 5-7. 
(2) Stripped cQnduct.or must be free frQm 

any scrapes .or nicks. The PQrtiQn .of a 
c.onductQr which has been remQved frQm 
a PQst may never be reused. 

(3) The insulatiQn must be free frQm nicks .or 
cuts. 

(4) 

(5) 

Table 5-7 

The insulatiQn must be 'KYNAR'. (Tef-
lQn acceptable fQr autQ-wrapping.) . 

. . 

The cQl~rcQde belQw shciuld be used fQr 
all·wire Wrapping. 

GrQund Lugs - White 

Other Hand Wrap - Blue 

AutQmatic Machine Wrap --: YellQw 

Chart .of TQQls, Wire Size, and Wrapping Requirements fQr CQnnectQrs 

, 

Stripping Gardener 
Wire CQnnectQr Length Denver 

Gauge Type (Inches) Bit # 

144 Pin (H800W) 1-1/2 26263 
Part #12-02244 
* 

18 Pin (H802) 1-1/2 26263 
Part #12-02625· 
*. 

#24 
288 Pin (H803) 1-1/2 505415 
Part #12-05348 
** 

36 Pin (H807) 1-1/2 505415 
Part #12-09123 
** 

144 Pin (H800W) 1-5/8 26263 
Part #12-02244 
* 

18 Pin (H802) 1-5/8 26263 
;Part #12-02625 
* 

#26 
288 Pin (H803) 1-5/8 505415 
Part #12-05348 
** 

36 Pin (H807) 1-5/8 505415 
Part #12-09123 
** 

288 Pin (H803) 1-1/32 504221 
Part #12-05348 
** 

#30 
36 Pin (H807) 1-1/32 504221 
Part #12-09123 
** 

*CrQss SectiQn .of Pin.031 x .062 inches 
*"'Cross Section .of Pin .025 ~ .025. inches 
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Gardener 
Denver 

Sleeve # 

18840 

18840 

502129· 

502129 

18840 

18840 

502129 

502129 

500350 

500350 

Pull Test 
Require- Gardener 

Turns .of Turns .of ments Denver 
!;.<~ 

Wire InsulatiQn (lbs) Unwrapping 
Min Max Min Max Min Max Bit 

4-1/2 6 1/2 2 7 35 500130-L-E 

4-1/2 6 1/2 2 7 35 50013O-L-E 

5 7 1/2 2 4 30 50013O-L-E 

5 7 1/2 2 4 30 500130-L-E 

5 7 1/2 2 6 35 500130-L-E 

5 7 1/2 2 6 35 500130-L-E 

6 8 1/2 2 4 30 50013O-L-E 

6 8 1/2 2 4 30 500130-L-E 

7 9 1/2 2 4 30 505084-L 
505244-L-R 

7 9 1/2 2 4 30 505084-L 
505244-L-R 

. 
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e. Therputingpf'the wire must meet the follo';V· tween an air-driven tool and the chassis ' 
ground, and that AC-powered tools are 
operated from an isolation transformer. ' 

f 

, ing requ,ireIl1ents: 

(1) l'hewire,must be positioned such thai 
subsequent routing of the wire do¢s not 
tend to uhwrap the joint. 

(2) Wires should be routed for the shortest 
pracficalIength. 

(p) Wires' must 'start and end on the same 
~;l(vel.'Level jumping' should not 'be al
lowed. 

(4) Allow enough slack when routing a wire 
around an unused post to allow a wire 
wrap tool to be placed over the post with
out damaging the wire passing by. 

All repairs, and rework should be performed 
in the following manner: 

(1) .' A wire-wrap joint should never be forced 
to lower level. 

(2) A wire-wrap joint should never be reused. 

'(3) When changing a wire-wrap joint, either 
'strip a new section of the wire or replace 
it entirely. 

(4) Always use the correct color KYNAR 
wire. 

(5) When working on a panel containing mod
ules, be sure a drain wire is connected be-

5.6.2.2 Wire-Wrap Post Location Standard - It is nec
essarytobe able to locate the 'from' and 'to' end of 

. any wire~wrap 'run'. The 'from' and 'to' is indicated 
bya series of six letters and numbers such as lA24Fl. 
The fIrst' number identifies the bay or cabinet 

. \ (IA24Fl). Since most small systems have'omy one 
bay the first digit is usually not listed. The fIrst letter 
identifIes the horizontal row (A24Fl). Refer to Fig
ure 5-13. The rows are lettered starting with 'A' from 

'the top of the bay. The second and third digits iden
tify the vertical column or 'slot' in a particular row 
(A24F 1 r There may be as many as 40 or as few as 12 
'slots' in a row. The second letter identifIes the pin 
(wire-wrap post) in a given row and column (A24Fl). 
There are 18 letters used: A through V. The letters 
G, I, 0, and Q are not used. There are twice as many 
30 gauge pins as 24 gauge pins in a slot. The last digit 
(lA24Fl) identifIes the left or right pin group ina 30 
gauge socket (see Figure 5-14). A '1' indicates the left 
hand group and '2' the right hand group. This last 
digit is 11,0t listed for a 24 gauge connector. 

A typical 'run' of 24 gauge wire would be: 

From A24F to C13R (thUSj a 24 gauge wire would. 
run from row A, slot 24, pin F, to row C, slot 13, 
pin R). 

COLUMN OR SLOTS 

HORIZONTAL 
ROWS 

A 

8 

C 

D 

rr~~------------------A~----------~--------~\ 

1-4 5 -8 9 -12 13-16 17-20 21 -24 25-28 29-32 

. II 
j 

, , 

\ I ' . 

'\ 
, 

/ \ 
\ 

" \ 
Figure 5-13 Wire Wrap Post Location Standard 

(A24F) , 

(BI3N) . 

(CI3R) 

(DI7S) 
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~ ---~-------~~--~-- ~- - ~---~-- -~ ~- ---

"I"SIDE ~-"·""SIDE 

'iSLOT l'!....-----.!!SLOT 4" 
TOP HALF OF A 30 GAUGE 

,CONNECTOR(288wrap posts) 

"SLOT 11-------"SLOT 4 II 

TOP HALF OF A 24 GAUGE 
CONNECTOR (144 wrap posts) CLOSE UP OF 30 GAUGE ·SLOT I" 

Figure 5-14 Examples of 30 and 24 Gauge Connectors 

A typical run of 30 gauge wire would be: 

From B13Nl to Dl7S2 (thus, a 30 gauge wire 
would run from row B, slot 13, pin Nl to row D, 

. slot 17, pin S2). 

Every fifth slot, starting at slot 5, is identified by a 
piece of· red spaghetti pushed over pin A 1. It is fairly 
easy, therefore, to locate a particular slot by counting 
from the nearest red marker. 

5.7 SOLDERED CONNECTIONS 

In a soldered connection, a metal alloy is melted, 
flows around, and bonds to all parts of the joint. The 
most commonly used alloy or solder is a 60% lead, 
40% tin mixture: This type of solder is simply called 
'sixty-forty'. Solder melts at a relatively low temper
ature, about 3750 F. In a properly made joint, the 
solder actually forms a chemical bond to all the metal 
surfaces it contacts. A clean surface is essential to as
sure agood chemical bond. Since all surfaces become 
contaminated by exposure to air, a cleaning agent is 
necessary. These cleaning agents are called fluxes. 
Most solder contains the flux. ~ The flux is released 
from the core of the solder as heat is applied. Since 
the flux melts at a lower temperature than solder, it 
cleans the surfaces of the joint just before the solder 
flows. Rosin flux is the only acceptable type of flux 
for hand soldering. 

5.7.1 Soldering Irons 

The- heat required to-melt the solder is usually gener-
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ated by an electrical soldering iron. Many soldering 
irons have a built in thermostat which automatically 
regulates the temperature of the tip. 

The temperature required to solder a joint is the same, 
regardless of its size. A larger connection does, how
ever, require a large soldering iron., Tht': 'size' of a sol
dering iron is measured by its wattage rating; a higher 
wattage soldering iron is required for a larger connec
tion. 

The iron used most often at DEC is a Weller, 48W, 
TCP-l with a Weller Model PU-I power unit. This unit 
has a thermostat control, safety holder, isolation trans
former and tip cleaner, all in one unit. 

5.7.2 Solder 

It is essential that. only the proper type of solder be 
used. Digital has standardized on a 63/37 (60/40), 
rosin-core wire solder made by Alpha Metals, Inc. -This 
solder is available in five pound rolls. The wire solder 
is the same diameter as #20 wire. This solder contains 
a fairly mild flux, which is adequate for soldering all 
reasonably clean joints. Solder containing stronger 
flux should never be used. Flux is actually a mild cor
rosive and should always be cleaned from the joint. 
Always check the label on the roll of solder. Never 

~ use any solder which is marked acid core! 

5.7.3 Soldered Connection Requirements 

a, The solder in a joint is necessary for electric. 

( 
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continuity, not mechanical strength~Prior t6 
soldering,a joint must be wrappe!i tightly ,and 
all wires must contact at least three corners Of 
the lug or post. The joint must b~ tightenotigh 
to keep the wire from moving while the solder 
is cooling (see Figure 5-15). 

b. The wire must be dressed in such a manner as 
to minimize strain on the solder joint. 

c. All wrres on ajoillt must conta~t the,p,?s! or 
lug. Do ,not wrap layers of wire ov~r other 
wires (see Figure 5-16). The lower layer may 
not solder and will be impossible to inspect. 

5.7.4 Use of Stranded Wire (See Figure 5-17) 

a. Stranded wire must be 'tinned' before use. 

ACCEPTABLE -TIGHTLY+---
WRAPPED,CONTACTS 
LUG IN, FOUR PLACES 
STRANDED WIRE IS 
TINNED~ , 

ACCEPTABLE -WI R E -t-t"""".!ri .. iiiiial' 
ROUTED PROPERLY 
PULLING ON THE WIRE 
WILL NOT STRESS 
THE SOLDER JOINT. 

Tinning involves coating and impregnating the 
wire with solder. 

b. Dipping the ,end of the ~ires in ,a solder pot is 
the easiest way to 'tin',a large Ilumber of ends. 
Always clean the residue (dross) off the sur
face of the molten solder before immersing the 
wire. 

c. When tinning, do not allow the solder to run 
up under the insulation. This tends to trap 
flux under the insulation which may eventu
ally cause corrosion. 

d. Tin only that portion of the wire which is 
going to be in the joint. Tinning too much of 
the wire makes it stiff and decreases its flexi
bility. 

---+HEr/ECT- NOT WRAPPED 
TIGHTLY, ON LY CONTACTS 
LUG I N TWO PLACES 
STRANDED WIRE NOT 
T1.N.NED. 

c;;;.:-~-t-~~JECT- WIRE ROUTED 
I NCOR R ECTL Y, PULLING 
ON THE WIRE WILL 
STRESS THE JOINT. 

Figure 5~15 Example of Wire Joint Before Soldering 
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·ACC£~TABL£C.----~---.;.-
- .': 

BOTH WIRES CONTACT 
THE POST, NO OVERWRAP. 

R£J£CT- BOTTOM WIRE 
OVER WRAPPED, OTHER WIRE 
NOT IN CONTACT WITH 
POST. 

Figure 5-16 Example of Soldering Two Wires on a Post 

I"":: . . :rl,,/·\ .... "> ,"",1:~'(-h 

R£J£CT--------_____ ·~·~}~t~··.-.~· 
NOT TINNED. 

R£J£CT
POORLY TINNED, SOLDER 
IS UNEVEN, INSULATION 
HAS BEEN MELTED. 

ACC£PTABL£
TINNING IS 
UNIFORM, SOLDER 
STOPS AT INSUL
AnQt~t·- --

Figure 5-17 Uses of Stranded Wire 

Acceptable Joint Charac~eristics - The quality of a 
solder can be easily determined by a simple visual in
spection. Photos of characteristics of acceptable and 

ACCEPTABLE
JOINT-OUTLINE 
OF WIRE CLEARLY 
VISIBLE, JUST 
ENOUGH SOLDER. 

defective solder joints are shown in the following pho
tographs. 

'JECT-I'NCOMPLETE 
SOLDER FILLET 

- TOO MUCH 
SOLDER-OUTLINE 
OF WIRE NOT VISIBLE 

c 
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( 
R£JECT-INSUFFIENT .----------------, 
SOLDER-CAUSED BY 
USING TOO SMALL A 
SOLDERING IRON ON 
A LARGE (#10) WIRE 

ACCEPTABLE-SOLDER 
SMOOTH AND SHINY~ 

ACCEPTABLE 

'JECT
NSUFFICIENT 

SOLDER. 

REJECT-SOLDER 
PEAK, IRON REMOVED 
TOO SOON 

REJECT-COLD 
SOL.DER JOINT, 
POUROUS JOINT. 

.. 5-19 
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ACCEPTABLE
INSULATION NOT 
ENTRAPPED. 

ACCEPTABLE
JOINT CLEAN, CAN 
BE EASILY INSPEC
TED. 

ACCEPTABLE 
EXPOSED. CONQ.UC
TOR LESS THAN 1/S~1 

-lIS II MAX. 

REJECT- INSULATION 
RUNS INTO SOLDER 
JOINT. 

REJ~CT- EXCESSIVE 
FLUX-JOINT CAN'T .. . -
BE INSPECTED. 

REJECT- WIRE 
STRIPPED TOO 
LONG. 

( 

( 
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The PDP-IS I/O bus system consists of a level con
verter, two types of cables and a line of peripherals. 
The level converter, called the DWIS Bus Adapter, 
changes the positive bus levels of the PDP-IS into 
negative bus lev~ls (B-, R-, W-series) of the PDP-9. 
Since the two I/O buses (PDP-9, PDP-IS) are compati
ble in all but single-cycle or' direct memory access 
operations, most PDP-9 devices can be operated on 
the PD,P-IS through the DW-IS. The two types of 
cables are necessary to interconnect: 

a. positive logic devices (BC09B) 

b. negative logic devices (BC09A) 

Peripherals added to a PDP-IS bus system. will effect 
its electrical characteristics, its decoding,. its timing,~ 
latency and priorities. 

These parameters are studied in this chapter. 

6.1 THE nWIS BUS ADAPTER 

The DWIS converts positive PDP-IS bus levels to neg
ative PDP-9 .bus levels so that certain PDP-9 devices 

~~---~ --------~.---

CHAPTER 6 
THE 1/0 BUS SYSTEM 

will operate on the PDP-IS. To the PDP-IS I/O bus, 
the DWIS is just another positive device, with Type 
BC09B input and output cables. The positive output 
cable attaches to the next positive device. However, 
the adapter acts as a T-connector, for it also sprouts 
two BC09Anegative Output Cables. These attach to 
the nearest negative peripheral. Succeeding negative 
peripherals are interconnected with two standard Type. 
BC09A PDP-9 I/O bus cables. Figure 6-1 illustrates 
the interconnection scheme. The DWIS automatically 
gives API or DCH positive logic devices priority ,over . 
the' negative logic devices by removing the ENABLE 
level of the negative bus whenever a request comes up 
on the positive bus. 

6.2 PDP-IS I/O BUS CABLES AND CABLE 
ASSEM6LIES 

There are two types of cable assemblies used in 
PDP-IS systems; each type has a different set of con
nectorboards, but the same BC09 cable. The BC09A 
cable assembly is used for interconnecting negative 
logic devices and the BC09B cable assembly intercon
nects positive logic devices (Figure 6-1). 

~.' MAXIMUM LENGTH OF CABLE FOR ---f. . I POSITIVE BUS:X+Y:75fl ~'. t 

PDP-15 

POSITIVE. LOGIC 
PERIPHERALS r-____ ~ ______ ~ __ A~ ________________ ~ 

i/o PROCESSOR ... ___ _ 

V 

NEGATIVE LOGIC 
PERIPHERALS 

r·---- MAXIMUM LENGTH OF CABLE TO --------.1°1 
LAST NEGATIVE f>ERIPHERAL = X+Z : 30 fl 

15-0083 

Figure 6-1 The I/O Bus Cable System 
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6.2.1 The BC09 Cable Characteristics 

Table 6-1 summarizes the physical characteristics of 
the cable, and Table 6-2 lists the electrical character
i~tics. , The electrical values shown are estimates, and 
where such parameters are critical, it is recommended 
that the user perform his own measurements. 

Table 6-1 
BC09 Cable Specifications 

36-Pair Cable Specifications 

Each Pair 24 A WG, 7-strand tinned copper 
Type B 600V 105°C per MIL-W-
16878D 

Twin 1.0 in. LHL 

Cable 

Core 1 of filler 

First Layer 6 Pair 5.4in.,RHL 
, Second Layer 12 Pair 5.4 in. RHL 

i 

Outer Layer 18 Pair ·7.5 in. LHL 

Type ~OOlin. Mylar tape spiral wrap 
25: Oveilap 

Jacket .035 in. wall black 802 C Poly- . 
vinylchloride 

O.D. Finished Nominal O.D. 
.580 in. ± .020 in. 

Table 6-2 
BC09 Electrical Characteristics 

Characteristic Specification 

Characteristic Impedance 68Q 

Delay 1.8 nslft 

Risetime 45 ns in 100 ft 

Capacitance 25 pFlft 

6.2.2 BC09A Assembly 

The BC09A Cable Assembly consists of one length of 
BC09 cable with two Type W850 male connectors 
(Figure 6-2). The W8S0 connectors consist of two 
double-height FLIP CHIP boards. The size and weight 
of the cable and its connectors require that retaining 
blocks be used to fasten the W850 connectors to the 

I Type H800 female connector block of the 1943 panels. 
These retaining blocks, designated as H003 and H004 
kits, are shown in Figure 6-3. The H003 spans one 
H800 block and allows two cables to be plugged into 
it. The H004 spans two blocks and will receive four 
cables. All the necessary hardware and installation 
instructions are furnished with each kit. 

The W850 connector has two diode-clamping circuits 
terminating the lines. The circuit schematic is shown 
in Figure 64. All input 'W850 connectors must have 
a normal power connection to pin B (-15V); output 
connectors need not, Each cable draws 400 rnA of 
current. , 

Two type BC09A cables are needed to complete a bus 
connection between two negative devices. General 
rules for connecting devices with the cables are given 
in the PDP-9, PDP-9/L Interface Manual. 

Figure 6-2 BC09A Cable Assembly 
, , 
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/ / 

/ / I 
r- -"""71 

/ /' I 

/ / I 

//--;-{ I 
./ / I ~ 

f---{ I 

II I 
. II J~.f/V 

r-~--{ 1/('/ 
I I y /-L 0-8-III11Ii1I11lWO 

~l ~~.I • --0-8-""'''''''''''0 Ell \\11\\ \\\I\ij .. 8-0 -L-.- ~/yr---: -. 
0",,\1\1\1\· 8-:0-- --r-;;;r.-I - - • 

INTERNAL J J LJ 11 I . 
TOOTH LOCK I I I 

L~ I I L--r-.,..-V L L LOCK WASHER 

I I I // 
~ / FLAT WASHER 

WASHER . 

FLAT WASHER II / ~ 
I I / / / 
L _-lY/ 

H003 

/// 
·1 I / 'l' 
L~---'=v 

H004 

H003, H004 Connector Retaining Block 
Kits for 1943 Panels 

J-

Retaining Block for H911 Panel 

Figure 6-3 Retaining Block Kits. 
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C4 

J2A 

DO 
0662 

•• 0 

AC,~~~=: 0'0 AD YEL 

~ SLATE 

YEL 

OR. 

DO 
0662 AE 

-!IV STRATE ,----, 
I, I 
I I 
I 052 I 
1:5 0662 I C6 

,... . I 051 

I 050 I 
WHT BE I 06621 g~62; 1~~~~~D~'.~~D~"~~jt~ ~821 015 024 BLU '-__ +::-.. :-::':-:::.J 

C2 B/W :~:jtt~D:.O~~D43:~:::l I 0&621 
S/W 033 042 SF 1 : 6 g::21 C8 

. WHT BH L...-r:;+:: .. "0",_:-:r..J 

J2 

JI 

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED: 
DIODES ARE 0664 
CAPACITORS ARE .01 MFD,rOOY,20% 

270 AH 

10" 'W 
AB,-I!:IV 

~o--+-----~~~-o 
A' o---=:±'!t::D::�0::::t:::D::":±!I!!=----.jf----o 

VIO 
OR. 
VIO 

r:11:C!flDO~~.'':,'~~~~~:D:I3~:D:'':a~E~ .R. 
C3 0662 AM VIO 

g~62 AN 012 021 BRN 

g~62 VIC 

t~ _ _!~D:'=--~;;~~~~~~t==t==: CI 0662 011 020 SLATE 

AS VIQ 

r-----o B/. 

co 

c. 

RI '70 10" 'W 
AB,-I!5V 

DB 
0662 

glsel DO 

DID 019 AT WHT 
0' O/W 

JIA .'0 
AC:~~~~2!§~~I==: OLU 017 026 

AD WHT 

016 025 r-----o DR. 
0862 AE WHT· 

g~e2 I AF 015 024 GRN 

:~O o---t~=:::t=~=t----.j---o WHT 
10" 'W 

AB,-I!5V 

0--+-----+-4>---0 BR, 
o-~~=D='0:::t=D="~=----l_-o WHT 

f~fltPAC~AL~~~:§~ SLATE 
'--'C-. ---::t:-"g::;-OOZ GNO AM 013 D22 WHT 

g~62 012 021 BLU 

g:S2 RED 

k~CI~~t~gO:'O:._~A~R~~~~D~"~~D2~D~~~~: DR. L AS RED 

RI .70 10" 'W 
AB,-I!5V 

DID 019 ~GRN 

RED 

.70 
o---~~---D-•• ---D-O-,--+--oBJ ~: 
o---I-~~===:=~t:.-o SIC BB,-15V 

B/W 

RED 

RED 
S/. 0--

RED 
B' 

028 037 OT 
0/. :==~~jj~~:i~~t: BU 027 036 

BllC BV 

SLATE 

RED 
BLU 
OL. 
OR. 
BL. 
GR. 
OL. 
BR. 
BL. 

SLATE 

BL' BLU 
YEL 
0 •• 

YEL 
.R' 
YEL 

0--

0--

J 18 

03' 
030 

033 

032 

0" 
030 

029 

0.0 

D.7 

I .'0 oe 000 BD 
003 

BE 
042 BF 

BH 
BJ DOl B. 

000 OL 
B. .. 

1139 

BP 

o 0 BR 
BS 

0.7 
BT 

0.0 OU 
BV 

I 

Be GND 

R3 -.70 10" .W 
BB.-15V 

-3V STRATE r----. 

" 
I 

I I 
I 052 I 

• 0662 f? 
I gi~2 I 
I 050 I 
I 06621 

I DO' I 0 0662 1 
RO 270 10" 2W 

BB,-15Y 

-3V STRATE 

r. 1 

I. g::2 f?5 

I 
g:~2:1\ 

I 046 I 

I 
06621 

10 0 .. I 
06621 

R. '70 10" ,W 
IIB,-I!5V 

Figure 6-4 I/O Connector W850 

6.2.3 BC09B Cable Assembly 

This cable assembly is made up of two BC09 cables 
with two M912 connectors at either end and some 
associated hardware. It uses the retaining block shown 
in Figure 6-3 for the H911 panel. Only one BC09B 
assembly (Figure 6-S) is needed to interconnect two 
positive logic devices. 

Figure 6-6 shows the circuit schematic of the M912 
connector. 

6.2.4 Cable Lengths 

The maximum length of the positive I/O bus is 7S ft, 
and the combined length of the positive bus before 
the DWIS and the negative bus after the DWIS cannot 
exceed 30 ft. Figure 6-1 illusr~ates these constraints. 
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Figure 6-6 M912 PDP-IS I/O Bus Card 
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L-_______ ASSEMBLIES WITH. M912 BoARDS ---'-~-' 
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( Figure 6-5 BC09B Cable Assenibly 
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6.3 ADDING PERIPHERALS TO THE I/O BUS . 

When another peripheral is added to a PDP-IS system, 
it affects not only the electrical characteristics of the 
I/O bus, but the rest· of the peripherals, the speed of 
the entire I/O complex, the software operating system; 
and the memory map. How these parameters are 
affected is described in the following paragraphs. 

6.3.1 The Electrical Characteristics of the Bus 

The positive I/O bus will electrically support SO de
vices which accept an input cable and pass on an out
put cable; if each device draws no more than 40 JJ.A- . 
from a signal through its MSlO receiver. Further" 16 .' . 
devices can be added to the negative portion of the 
bus. However, there are certain other syste:JD con
straints which could limit the number of certairitypes 
of devices. 

6.3.2 Device Select Cod~s 

Each PDP-IS peripheral is assigned a set of unique de-" 
vice select codes which are decoded from the lOT 
instruction. There are 28, or 2S6, such codes available 
on the system, and it is vital that no two peripherals 
have the same code. Obviously, two identical peripher-' 
alSo such as Type TCIS DECtape Controllers, cannot 
be added unless one is first modified to change its de
vice select code. This also means that the system soft
ware (device handlers) must be ch~ged to recognize. 
the new codes. A designer adding a special peripher
al to a PDP-IS system must be careful that the device 
codes selected are not used by a present or planned 
peripheral. 

Table 6-3 shows all codes presently used by standard 
peripherals. Since there are a limited number of 
codes, the peripherals on the system must acknowl
edge this constraint. It is recommended that the de
signer refer to the codes used by each device on his 
system as listed in its respective manual, before com
mitting himself to a design. 

6.3.3 Addresses 

Each peripheral which uses the API or the multi-cycle 
data channel facility is assigned unique core locations 
for their trap address (API) or word count and current 
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address (data channel). These addresses are recognized. 
by the system software according to Tables 6-4, 6-S. 
The designer must be very careful that the addresses 
he selects for his special system do not violate the 
rules of his software operating system. 

There are 28 addresses assigned for API devices, and 8 
for multi-cycle data channel devices. This restricts the 
number of API devices to 28, and multi-cycle data 
channel devices to 4. This is another constraint on 
the number of devices which may be attached to the 
I/O bus. 

'603.4 Timing Constraints 

The number of devices which use anyone of the API 
levels canhotexceed eight; if this number is exceeded 
there may be timing errors due to the time it takes 
the enabling level to propogate through the cable and 
the MI04 modules in ¢ach device. This same con
straint applies to data channel devices. Only eight de
vices which use the data. Channel (single- or multi
cycle) can operate on any one PDI~~ IS system. 

6.3.5 System Latency and Priorities 

A design engineer may wish to know if the system will 
respond qUickly enough to his peripheral when it posts 
a request for transfer, an error condition or an alarm. 
This question can be answered only when the designer 
can indicate the state of the other peripherals (e.g., Is 
the A/D converter transferring and possibly blocking 
out the device?); the time it takes the operating system 
to respond; and how long the peripheral can wait be
fore the information is lost. Table 6-6 shows some fig
ures for a typical PDP-IS system. Table 6-7 lists some 
of the latency figures which assume in each case that 
the device in question is not interfered with by any 
other device. It is interesting to note that latencies 
sometimes overlap in a system. Note that latency is 
defined as the time between a request for data transfer 
and the completion of the transfer. 

6.3.6 Cable RUns and Terminations 

The PDP-IS I/O bus originates at locations MN02 and 
MN03 in the PDP-IS I/O processor and chains its way 
from device to device to interconnect all peripherals. 
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Table 6-3 
Assigned PDP-IS lOT Device Selection Codes 

I 

00 I RT Clock 10 AFC"15 20 AFC-15 30 VT15 40 LT19 .50 ·60 70 DEC Disk 
2 Prog. Inter- UDC-IS DDC-is Graphic Line 1,2,3,4 : RFIS 

rupt Processor Teleprinter 
4 RTClock LTlSA 

01 Perforated- II Analog-to- 21 Relay Buffer 31 VT15 41 LTl9 51 61 71 
Tape Reader Digital or DR09A Graphic Line 1,2,3,4 
PCIS Digital-to- Processor Keyboard or 

. Analog LTlSA 
. 

Converter .. 

02 Perforated- 12 A/Dor 22 DB98 &99 32 Power Fail 42 LT19 52 62 72 DEC Disk 
Tape Punch D/A Interproc- Grafpen Line 5,6,7,8 .. RFI5 
PC1S Converter essor buffers Teleprinter 

03 1 Keyboard 13 AID 23 33 I 33 KSR 43 LTl9 53 63 Disk Pack 73 Mag Tape Control 
2 Keyboard Converter Skip Line 5,6,7,8 RP15 TC59D 
4 IORS 2 Clear All Keyboard 

Flags 
4DBR,DBK 

04 Teleprinter 14 AM03 & 24 Incremental 34 44 LTl9 54 64 Disk Pack 74 Ma~ Tape Control 
AM09 Plotter Con- Line 9,10,11,12 RP15· TC59D· 
SDO,l tro1 XY15 Teleprinter 
SYSI .. 

SD2,3 
SYS II 

05 Displays 15 25 DP09A 35 45 LTl9 55 Automatic 65 Automatic 75 DECtape Control 
VP15 Data Com- Line 9,10,11,12 Priority Line Printer TCIS 

munication Keyboard Interrupt LPI5 
KA15 

06 VP15 16 26 DP09A 36 46 LTl9D 56 66 Automatic 76 DECtape Control 
Data Com- Line 13,14,15 Line Printer TC1S 
munication . Teleprinter LP15 

LTl5A 

07 Display and 17 Memory 27 Memory 37 47 LTl9D 57 67 Card Reader 77 Bank Addressirig 

.~ 
LightPtm Protection Parity Line 13,14,15 Type CR03B Instructions 
VP15BL KMI5, MP15 . Keyboard 

KT15 LTl5A 
-- ----- -------------- ----------- -----------



, Channel. 
Number 

" 
(Octal) 

0 
,." . 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 .. ' 
7 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17' 
20 
21 
22 
23 , 

24 
25 
26 
27 
30 
31 .. 

" 

32 
33 
34 

" 35 

6-8 

Trap 

Table 6-4 ., 
API AddresSes 

Address " 
Standard Device 

'" 

.. 

40 Software channel 0 
4'1 Software channel 1 
42 Software channel 2 
43 " Software channel 3 
44 TCl5 DECtape 
45 TC59 Magtape 
46 Ndt assigned 
47 Not assigned ' 
50 PC15 High Speed Paper Tape 
51 KW 15 Real Time Clock 
52 KF15 Power Fail option 
53 MP15 Memory Parity option 
54 VP15Display 
55 CR03B Card Reader 
56 LP15'C/F Line Printer 
57 AD 15 Analog Subsystem 
60 DB09A Inteq,rocessor Buffer 
61 Not assigned 
62 DP09A Dataphone 
63 RF 15 DECdisk 
64' RP 15 Disk Pack 
65 XY15 Plotter 

Not assigned 
Not aSSigned 
Not assigned 
Not assigned 

72 LT19/LTl5A Keyboard 
73 LTl9/LTlSA Printer 
74, TC15DECtape Control 
75 DP09 Dataphone 

Table 6-5 
Data Channel Addresses 

.. 
Device', Word Cou,nt 

Ihterprocessor Buffers 
DB99,98 22,24 

Not presently assigned 26 

" DECtape TC15 
, 

30 

• MagtapeTC59 32 

Not presently assigned 34 

RF'15 36 ' 

Suggested 
• I/OADDR , 

Priority 
' Bits 12-17 " 

Level 

4 100000 
5 100001' 
6 100010 
7 100011 
1 100 100 
1 100101 
1 100110 
1 100111 ' 
2 101000 
3 101 001 
0 101010 
0 101 011 
2 101 100 
2 101 101 
2 101110 
0 101 III 
3 110000 ' 
3 110001 
2 ,llOOlO 
1 110 on 
1 110100 
2 110 101 

110 IlO 
110 111 
III 000 
III 001 

3 III 100 
3 III 101 
3 111]10 
2 .. 111111 

Current .' 
,Address 

'23,25 

, 27 

31 

33 

35 

37 c) 



Device 

RP15 Disk Pack . .. .. ' 

RS09,DECdisk 

TU56 DECtape 

LP15C Line Printer 

LP15F LinePrinter 

Real.Time Clock 

pelS Paper Tape System 

CR03B Card Reader 

KSR 35 Teletype 

Table 6-6 
Worst Case Latency, PDP-IS Periplter~1s 

Maximum 
transfer 

Rate 

, . 130,000* word/second 

62,000 words/second 

5,000 words/second 

1,000 lines/minute 

356lines/min,ute 

1,000 cycles/second 

'. 

300 characters/second (reader) 
50 characters/second (punch) 

200 cards/ininute ' 

10 characters/second 

.' 

Allowable 
Latency 
, (in ps) 

14 

16 
" , 

200 

40** 

not applicable 

1;000 

3,333 

3,750 

100;000 

Worse-CaseLatericy 
in this system 

(inj.ts) 

8.5 ~ . ;-

12 

17 

36 

not applicable 

61 

62 + subrOl.ltimi 
, ' 

," 
190 .. 

. 250 . 

*The RP15 is double-buffered with two 36~bit registers. Two 18-bit words are transferred back~to-back on the 
I/O bus. 

**The LP15C transfers two l8-bit words every 40 Jl,s. 

., 

Tabie 6-7 
Wo'rst CaSe Latency Figures (Jl,s) 

Muiti~clei Data Out (Fr~m Mem~ry) , . 7 

Multi-Cycle Data In 6 

Add to Memory 

Increment Memory 

7 

4 

5 

5 

Each cable enters a free standing cabinet from the, 
bottom, and connects devices frombo~t6m totop~' 
The cabinets. are about 6 ft high so that about 15ft 
of cable per free.gtllnding 'cabinet, or '9 ft per cabinet' 
if they are bolted together, should be anticipated if 
more than three different devices are to beintei~ 
connected within acabiriet. 

Single-Cycle Data Out (Nonhal Mode) 

Single-Cyc1e Data In (Normal Mode) 

+5V 

sen 

PDP-15 I/O' PRO'CESSO'R 

'; .' 

',' .. 

The last device on the positive I/O bus must plug a 
Type M909 680 Terminator Card into the slots usu
ally assigned to its output I/O bus cable. Figure 6-7 
shows the I/O bus drive/tennination scheme. 

M90:9 ' 
. TERMINAT,OR 

TH'I'S TERMINATOR CARD 
MUST BE PL,ACED IN 
THE 'OUTPUT CAB.LE SLO'T 
OF THE. lAST DEVICE 
IN THE$~!)TEM. 

15-0104 
-, .' 

'-~.' ~ 

Figure 6-7 'The PDP-IS I/O Bus Drive/Termination Scheme 



6.4 DESIGNING PDP-IS I)EVlCES TO bPERATE 
ON THE PDP-9 

Most PDP-IS peripherals will operate from a PDP-9 
through its I/O bus provided the positive PDP-IS I/O 
bus signals are converted to the' corresponding negative 
PDP-9 levels. The only exceptions are single-cycle 
data channel devices, which have no PDP-9 equiva
lents. 

All peripherals, designed with DEC logic must use 
MSIO receivers and M622 drivers. In order to simpli
fy the level converting needed to operate such 
periphenils on the PDP-9, two level converting modules • " 
(pin compatible with the MSIO and M622) called the 
MSOO and M632, respectively, are available. These 
modules conform to PDP-9 I/O bus requirements, and 
convert negative output signals to positive levels, and 
positive input (drive to computer) signals to negative 
PDP-9 I/O bus levels. They are described completely 
in Chapter 2. 

The MI04 module is then replaced with an Ml94 
which converts the EN IN and EN OUT levels to their 
appropriate voltages. 

All of these modules are described in Chapter 2.. 

Any PDP-IS device which is placed on, the PDP-9 
I/O bus must be cabled with either a B,C09B cable 

ASSEMBLIES WITH.---~ 
W850 BOARDS 

assembly if it is connected to other PDP-IS devices, 
or with a special cable called the BC09C if it is con
nected to regular PDP-9 devices. 

The BC09C cable assembly is ahybrid of the BC09A 
and the BC09C cables. It has a BC09B(M912) termina
tion at one end and two BC09A(W8S0) terminations 
on the other. Two BC09 cables make up the rest of 
the assembly. 

The BC09B end of the BC09C cable is plugged into 
the appropriate slot of the converted PDP-IS device. 
The two BC09A terminations then go to the neigh
boring PDP-9 device. 

Figure 6-8 shows the BC09C cable1 and Figure 6-9 
illustrates how it should be connected. 

In 'summary, to convert a PDP-IS device to operate 
on the PDP-9, it must first not use the single cycle 
data break and then must submit to the following 
operations: 

I) Replace all MSI 0 receivers with MSOO receivers. 

2) Replace all M622 drivers with M632 drivers. 

3) Replace all MI04 multiplexers with M194 multi
plexers. Use BC09B cables to interconnect con
verted POP-IS devices, and BC09C cable assem
blies to interconnect converted PDP-IS devices 
and PDP-9 devices. 

ASSEMBLY WITH 
M912 BOARDS 

Figure 6-8 The BC09C Cable 
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Figure 6-9 Cabling Converted PDP-IS Devices 
to the PDP-9 I/O Bus 
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